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AN OVERVIEW OF THE 
RESEARCH AND 
DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM IN 
THE U.S. NAVY 
(PROJECT REPORT) 
Kneale T. Marshall 
NPSOR-91-01 




This report is one of a series of reports and 
officer theses in the area of biometrics at the 
Naval Postgraduate School. This research is 
considering the feasibility of using biometric 
measures of some type for shipboard access 
control. This report examines a speech 
verification biometric device on the 
commercial market. 





Patricia A. Jacobs and Donald P. Gaver 
Abstract 
Probability models are constructed for (i) 
guiding selection of packet size when 
transmission errors occur at a given, non-
bursty rate, (ii) describing delay at a Packet 
Switching Node when all traffic sources to 
the node follow the same re-transmit policy. 
"Exponential backoff" is modeled, and 
optimal choice of retransmit intervals is 
discussed. 
Key Words: Packet switching, fluid 
approximation, bistability, queueing, data 
transfer 
NPSOR-91-03 
PLANNING FACTORS FOR 
COMBAT LOGISTICS 
COMMODITIES USAGE AND 
REPLENISHMENT (U) 
David A. Schrady 
Abstract 
(U) This is an interim report of a project to 
develop a microprocessor-based system of 
information and algorithms to track and 
predict the usage and replenishment of fuels 
and ordnance in a carrier battle group in 
combat. The report documents fuel 
capacities and usage rates, and planning 
factors for ordnance expenditures. 
Underway replenishment rates and predicted 
total times are given. The last section of the 
report uses these data to examine battle 
group sustainability in the context of a 
specific scenario. 
Key Words: Operational logistics; combat 




WITH AN APPLICATION TO 
SUBMARINES 
Alan R. Washburn 
Abstract 
Control theory is applied to the problem of 
routing a vehicle from one point to another 
in fixed time. The method requires an initial 
guess at the route, which is then gradually 
warped into a route that is locally optimal. 
Application is made to a problem where a 
submarine wishes to find a route along which 
minimal radiated noise will be intercepted by 
the enemy. 




MAXIMIZATION ON MATROIDS 
WITH RANDOM WEIGHTS 
Michael P. Bailey 
Abstract 
In this work we develop a method for 
analyzing maximum weight selections in 
matroids with random element weights, 
especially exponentially distributed weights. 
We use the structure of the matroid dual to 
transform matroid maximization into an 
equivalent minimization task. We model 
sample paths of the greedy minimization 
scheme using a Markov process, and thus 
solve the original maximization problem. 
The distribution of the weight of the optimal 
basic element and moments are found, as 
well as the probability that a given basic 
element is optimal. We also derive criticality 
indices for each ground set element, giving 
the probability that an element is a member 
of the optimal solution. We give examples 
using spanning trees and scheduling 
problems, each example being a new result in 
stochastic combinatorial optimization. 
Key Words: Matroid dual; stochastic 
matroid maximization; stochastic spanning 
tree; stochastic scheduling 
NPSOR-91-07 
A CRITIQUE OF 
DISTRIBUTIONAL ANAL VSIS IN 
SOCIAL CHOICE 
Craig A. Tovey 
Abbstract 
Distributional analysis is widely used to 
study social choice in Euclidean models [28, 
29, 1, 3, 8, 15, 5, 2, e.g.J. This method 
assumes a continuum of voters distributed 
according to a distribution function. Since 
infinite populations do not exist, the goal of 
distributional analysis is to give insight into 
the behavior of large finite populations. 
However, properties of finite populations do 
not in general converge to properties of 
infinite populations . Thus the method of 
distributional analysis is flawed. In some 
cases it will predict that a point is in the core 
with probability 1, while the true probability 
converges to O. On the other hand, it is 
sometimes possible to combine distributional 
analysis with probabilistic analysis to make 
correct predictions about the asymptotic 
behavior of large populations, as in [2, e.g.). 
Results on the uniform convergence of 
empirical measures [18, e.g.] are employed to 
yield simpler proofs of min-max Simpson-
Cramer majority [5,2] and yolk shrinkage 
[26.]. The analysis suggests a rule of thumb 
as to whether or not a prediction based on 
distributional analysis will be valid for large 
finite populations. From the experimental 
point of view, the discussion helps clarify the 
mathematical underpinnings of statistical 
analysis of empirical voting data. A careful 
reading shows Tullock's original paper [28) to 
be consistent with the analysis given here. 
Key Words: Spatial model; social choice; 
asymptotics; consistency; probability; voting 
NPSOR-91-08 
USER'S GUIDE FOR THE 
BATTLE GROUP LOGISTICS 
COORDINATOR SUPPORT 
SYSTEM (BGLCSS} 
David A. Schrady and David B. 
Wadsworth 
Abstract 
This report describes the Battle Group 
Logistics Coordinator Support System 
(BGLCSS). It is a software program to 
assist the Fleet/Force/Battle Group logistics 
coordinator plan, track, and predict the 
usage and replenishment of fuels and 
ordnance in battle group/battle force 
operations as required in the Commander 
Second Fleet draft T ACME MO ZZ-00-90 . 
The User's Guide provides an overview of 
the models of usage and replenishment, 
instructions for the use of the program, and 
an extensive tutorial example problem. The 
software program will run on any IBM PC-
AT compatible microprocessor with 640K of 
memory and a hard disk . The program and 
data diskettes are not included with this 
report, but are available upon request from 
the authors. 
Key Words: Operational logistics; battle 




GOALS FOR NAVAL MAJOR 
CALIBER AMMUNITION 
Michael P. Bailey, Marcelo C. Bartroli, 
Keebom Kang, Alexander J. Callahan 
Abstract 
In this study, we describe a decision process 
for establishing the threshold reliabilities for 
components of naval major caliber 
ammunition. A measure of reliability 
performance is described which relates 
directly to the weapons system's performance 
in a naval gunfire support environment. We 
use a simulation model to establish this 
relationship, a regression metamodel to 
estimate its parameters, and a simple 
decision process to specify component 
reliability thresholds which ensure that the 
ammunition is mission effective. We present 
this paper as an example of the integration 
of discrete event dynamic system analysis 
within a decision process. 
Key Words: Reliability; simulation; decision 
support; variance reduction 
NPSOR-91-10 
OBJECT-ORIENTED 
MODELING OF THE 
COMMUNICATIONS 
NETWORKS OF THE MAGTF 
Michael Bailey, William Kemple Michael 
Sovereign, Captain Michael West,USMC, 
Captain Charles Chase, USA 
Captain Casey Reece, USMC 
MAGTF Warfighting Center, 
Proponency and Requirements Branch, 
C4I Section, Quantico, VA 
Abstract 
The Marine Air-Ground Task Force 
(MAGTF) is supported by a communications 
system comprised of heterogeneous links and 
widely shared network resources. In this 
work, we describe our approach to modeling 
the MAGTF communications network . This 
model employs a new concept of workload 
modeling which we have developed. We 
provide a Mathematical development of our 
measures of effectiveness and show how our 
model will be used to seek improvement in 
MAGTF communications performance. 
Key Words: Computer system modeling; 




TYPE REPAIRMAN PROBLEMS 
Donald P. Gaver 
John A. Morrison, Rogerio Silveira 
Abstract 
The classical "repairman problem," cf. Feller 
(1967) is generalized to consider r failure-
prone machine types, each type having its 
own individual failure rate and also repair 
rate. Each failed machine join s its type 
queue, and is repaired by a single server. 
Several dynamic service priority schemes are 
considered that approximate first-come first-
served, longest-line first, and least-available 
first. A heavy-traffic asymptotic analysis 
determines approximations to the time-
dependent mean and covariance of individual 
type queue lengths, and shows that the 
marginal joint distribution of queue lengths if 
a pp roxima tel y O rns te in-Uhl en bee k . 
Numerical illustrations of approximation 
accuracy are provided, as are suggested 
applications to computer performance and 
manufacturing systems analysis. 
Key Words: Computer system modeling; 




FINGER PRINT VERIFICATION 
FOR ACCESS CONTROL 
Gary Poock 
Abstract 
This report is one of a series of reports and 
officer theses in the area of biometrics at the 
Naval Postgraduate School. This research is 
considering the feasibility of using biometric 
measures of some type for shipboard access 
control. This report examines a finger print 
verification biometric device on the 
commercial market. 
Key Words: Biometrics; finger print 
verification 
NPSOR-91-13 
A TECHNIQUE FOR 
ASSESSING SHORT BASELINE 
ARRAY TILT ERRORS 
Robert R. Read 
Abstract 
The coherence of three dimensional position 
locations determined from a splicing together 
of positions generated by contiguous short 
baseline tracking arrays is quite sensitive to 
the orientations of the individual arrays . 
These orientations can be checked with the 
use of long baseline methods applied to the 
signal arrival times at a triplet of sensors, 
each from a different array, but representing 
the same sound source. The report presents 
a sharp algorithm for accomplishing this. It 
operates in three dimensions and tests out 
well in the cases attempted . 
Key Words: Calibration of test ranges; 
propagation of errors; three-dimensional 
position location systems 
NPSOR-91-14 
U.S. ARMY RESERVE 
MEMBERSHIP COMMUTE 
DISTANCE MODEL 
So Young Sohn 
and 
George Thomas 
Department of Administrative Sciences 
Abstract 
A two-stage random effect model is applied 
to evaluate the geographical extent of the 
labor market for Army Reserve centers . In 
the first stage model, a lognormal 
distribution is used to describe the commuting 
distance behavior of the members in the 
reserve center. In the second stage model, 
we estimate the mean of Jog transformed 
commute distance as a function of regional 
characteristics of the reserve center . An 
iterative weighted stepwise selection method 
is implemented to find a set of influential 
characteristics on the variations of the mean 
distance over different reserve centers. The 
resulting model can be used to assist the 
marketing and missioning decisions of the 
Army Recruiting Command. 
Key Words: U .S. Army Reserves; 
commuting distance; market supportability; 




THE INSTABILITY OF 
INSTABILITY 
Craig A. Tovey 
Abstract 
Democratic simple majority voting is 
perhaps the most widely used method of 
group decision making in our time. Current 
theory, based on "instability" theorems, 
predicts that a group employing this method 
will almost always fail to reach a stable 
conclusion. There is one case that the 
classical instability theorems do not treat: an 
even number of voters in 2 dimensions. We 
resolve this remaining case, proving that 
instability occurs with probability converging 
rapidly to 1 as the population increases. 
But empirical observations do not 
support the gloomy predictions of the 
instability theorems. We show that the 
instability theorems are themselves unstable 
in the following sense: if the model of voter 
behavior is altered however slightly to 
incorporate any of several plausible 
characteristics of decision making, then the 
instability theorems do not hold and in fact 
the probability of stability converges to 1 as 
the population increases, when the 
population is sampled from a centered 
distribution. The assumptions considered 
are: a cost of change; bounded rationality; 
perceptual thresholds; a cost of uncertainty; a 
discrete proposal space, and others. One 
consequence of this work is to render precise 
and rigorous the solution proposed by 
Tullock (63,64] and refined by Arrow [2] to the 
impossibility problem. The stability results all 
hold for arbitrary dimension, and generalize 
to establish a tradeoff between the 
characteristics and the degree of 
noncenteredness of a population . As a by-
p rod uct of the analysis, we establish 
consistency of the sample yolk radius. 
Key Words: Stability; core; spatial model; 
voting; instability; consistency; yolk 
NPSOR-91-17 
COST-RATE HEURISTICS FOR 
SEMI-MARKOV DECISION 
PROCESSES 
K. D. Glazebrook, 
Department of Mathematics and Statistics, 
University of Newcastle upon Tyne, U.K. 
Michael P. Bailey 
Lyn R. Whitaker 
Abstract 
In response to the computational complexity 
of the dynamic programming/backwards 
induction approach to the development of 
optimal policies for semi-Markov decision 
processes, we propose a class of heuristics 
which result from an inductive process which 
proceeds forwards in time. These heuristics 
always choose actions in such a way as to 
minimize some measure of the current cost 
rate. We describe a procedure for calculating 
such cost-rate heuristics . The quality of the 
performance of such policies is related to the 
speed of evolution (in a cost sense) of the 
process. These ideas find natural expression 
in a class of Bayesian sequential decision 
problems. One such ( a simple model of 
preventive maintenance) is described in 
detail. Cost-rate heuristics for this problem 
are calculated and assessed computationally. 
Key Words: Cost rate; dynamic 
programming; replacement policy; semi-
Markov decision process . 
s 
NPSOR-91-18 
A TWO STAGE RANDOM 
EFFECTS MODEL OF U.S. 
ARMY RESERVE COMMUTE 
DISTANCE 
So Young Sohn 
and 
George Thomas 
Department of Administrative Sciences 
Abstract 
A two-stage random effect model is applied 
to evaluate the geographical extent of the 
labor market for Army Reserve centers. In 
the first stage model, a lognormal 
distribution is used to describe the commuting 
distance behavior of the members in the 
Reserve center. In the second stage model, 
we estimate the mean commute distance as a 
function of regional characteristics of the 
Reserve center and the random error. An 
iterative weighted stepwise selection method 
is implemented to find a set of influential 
characteristics on the variations of the mean 
distance over different Reserve centers. The 
resulting model can be used to assist the 
marketing and missioning decisions of the 
U.S. Army Recruiting command. 
Key Words: Lognormal distribution; 
empirical Bayes estimation; ANOVA; MLE; 
iterative weighed stepwise selection 
NPSOR-91-19 
PATHWISE DECOMPOSITION 
AND OPTIMIZATION OF SOME 
STOCHASTIC SIMULATIONS 
Lee W. Schruben 
The Naval Postgraduate School 
and 
Cornell University, Ithaca, New York 
Abstract 
For some simulation response optimization 
problems in manufacturing, communications, 
and logistics systems , a retrospective 
experimental approach can be used where 
optimal decisions are made after a 
simulation run is completed. Once the 
stochastic sample path has been generated, it 
is sometimes possible to solve the resulting 
deterministic optimization problem or a 
closely related problem. When this is 
possible, the simulation model then generates 
samples of (path-wise) optimal decisions. 
The idea is to change the question from 
"what would happen?" to "what should have 
happened?." Typically, this change in 
viewpoint requires that the optimization 
problem be reformulated, perhaps with a 
different objective. The approach can greatly 
simplify both the simulation experiment and 
the simulation model. In fact, for one of our 
examples, it allows us to find an optimal 
experimental design. 
The results of such experiments can be 
used as an initial solution for traditional 
optimum searching algorithms or to study 
bounds on the performance of heuristic 
methods. Relationships between 
retrospective response optimization and 
several conventional methods for running 
simulation experiments are explored. In 
particular, trace driven simulations and the 
variance reduction technique of using 
common random numbers are seen to have 
some of the properties of the ad-hoc 
experimental approach presented in this 
paper. 
NPSOR-91-20 
BAYESIAN COMPUTATIONS IN 
SURVIVAL MODELS VIA THE 
GIBBS SAMPLER 
Lynn Kuo and Adrian F. M. Smith 
Abstract 
Survival models used in biomedical and 
reliability contexts typically involve data 
censoring, and may also involve constraints 
in the form of ordered parameters. In 
addition, inferential interest often focuses on 
non-linear functions of natural mod el 
parameters. From a Bayesian statistical 
analysis perspective, these features combine 
to create difficult computational problems by 
seeming to require (multi-dimensional) 
numerical integrals over awkwardly defined 
regions. This paper illustrates how these 
apparent difficulties can be overcome, in both 
parametric and non-parametric settings, by 
the Gibbs sampler approach to Bayesian 
computation. 
Key Words: Censored data; truncated data; 
parametric survival model; nonparametric 
survival model; Bayesian computation 
6 
NPSOR-91-21 
EMPIRICAL BA YES RISK 
EVALUATION WITH TYPE 11 
CENSORED DATA 
Lynn Kuo and Constantin Yiannoutsos 
Abstract 
Empirical Bayes estimators for the scale 
parameter in a Weibull, Raleigh or an 
exponential distribution with type II censored 
data are developed. These estimators are 
derived by the matching moment method, the 
maximum likelihood method and by 
modifying the geometric mean estimators 
developed by Dey and Kuo (1991). The 
empirical Bayes risks for these estimators 
and the Bayes rules are evaluated by 
extensive simulation. Often, the moment 
empirical Bayes estimator has the smallest 
empirical Bayes risk. The cases that the 
modified geometric mean estimator has the 
smallest empirical Bayes risk are also 
identified. We also obtain the risk 
comparisons for various empirical Bayes 
estimators when one of the parameters in the 
hyperprior is known. 
Key Words: Type II censored data; 
parametric empirical Bayes estimation; ML-II 
prior; matching moment method; geometric 
mean estimator; EB risk comparison 
NPSOR-91-22 
AN OVERVIEW OF THE 
WORLD'S NAVIES, FUTURE 
ROLES OF THE U.S. NAVY, 
AND IMPLICATIONS FOR 
NAVAL POSTGRADUATE 
SCHOOL INSTRUCTIONAL AND 
RESEARCH PROGRAMS 
Kneale T. Marshall 
Abstract 
The purpose of this report is to present a 
brief overview of the world's navies, to state 
some general conclusions concerning U.S. 
Navy shortcomings that the author draws 
from this overview, and to encourage the 
Naval Postgraduate School faculty to review 
both its academic and research programs to 
respond to these changes. 
Key Words: Naval operations; naval 
technology; naval strategy; naval tactics 
NPSOR-91-23 
APPLICATION OF THE 
MODULAR COMMAND AND 
CONTROL STRUCTURE 
(MCES) TO MARINE CORPS 
SINCGARS ALLOCATION-
PART 1 




The Modular Command and Control 
Evaluation Structure (MCES), contains 
seven steps for the evaluation of C3 systems. 
In this paper the application of these steps is 
described in general. Then their potential 
application to Marine Corps POM C3 issues 
is discussed in general terms. Finally the 
more detailed applications to the allocation 
of Marine Corps tactical voice radios is 
discussed. An object-oriented model 
developed at NPS is briefly described. 
NPSOR-91-24 
A POLYNOMIAL-TIME 
ALGORITHM FOR COMPUTING 
THE YOLK IN FIXED 
DIMENSION 
Craig A. Tovey 
Abstract 
The yolk, developed in [16,22], is a key 
solution concept in the Euclidean spa ti al 
model as the region of policies where a 
dynamic voting game will tend to reside. 
However, determining the yolk is NP-hard 
for arbitrary dimension . This paper derives 
an algorithm to compute the yolk in 
polynomial time for any fixed dimension . 




SOME FOUNDATIONS FOR 
EMPIRICAL STUDY IN THE 
EUCLIDEAN SPATIAL MODEL 
OF SOCIAL CHOICE 
Craig A. Tovey 
Abstract 
Recent results are surveyed, and some 
new results are given, that contribute 
towards a theoretical and computational 
basis for empirical study in the Euclidean 
spatial model. The results are of two types: 
asymptotic statistical consistency of sample 
estimators, and algorithmic methods for 
recovering spatial locations and computing 
various solution concepts. 
The new results are: the asymptotic 
consistency of the sample yolk center and 
epsilon-core; NP-completeness of the I-
dimensional spatial location recovery system; 
a modification of the Poole-Rosenthal 
heuristic for multidimensional recovery; and 
fast algorithms to compute Simpson-Cramer 
points and supermajority win sets in fixed 
dimension. 
Key Words: Empirical; minimax; 
supermajority; voting theory; spatial model; 
yolk; Euclidean; statistics, social choice; 
consistent estimators; spatial 
NPSOR-91-26 
CARRIER OPTIMIZATION 
LAUNCH ALGORITHM: AN 
OPTIMIZATION MODEL TO 




William J. Walsh 
Abstract 
Timely arrival of a Carrier Battle Group 
~CVBG) at an assigned location is extremely 
important for successful execution of tactical, 
strategic or logistic operations. Weather 
conditions, tasking requirements, battle 
group defense and transit restrictions all 
impact on the CVBG's rate of advance while 
in transit to its newly assigned station . If 
these variables are not carefully considered 
and accounted for, then the CVBG, in all 
likelihood, will arrive late at its destination. 
This paper develops a mathematical model, 
which incorporates these transit variables to 
• I 
assist the Battle Group Commander in 
successfully planning flight operations which 
will meet both CVBG defensive and routine 
tasking requirements and as well as arrive at 
its destination on time. This model through 
the use of elastic constraints will provide the 
commander with maximum flexibility and 
allow him to determine any inconsistencies 
between desired tasking and transit 
requirements. 
Key Words: CV battle group; transit 
constraint; GAMS; COLA; flight operations; 
mathematical modeling; COLP, CVBG; linear 
programming 
NPSOR-91-27 
BATTLE GROUP TACTICAL 
REARMING (U) 
Shawn M. Cali and David A. Schrady 
Abstract 
(U) This study analyzes the tactical 
situation faced by a CVBG which has just 
defended itself against enemy raids, and 
must rearm to restore its combat capabilities . 
In this context, the tactical employment of 
logistics is evaluated with regard to its effect 
on the warfighting capabilities of a Battle 
Group. The combat rearming problem is 
structured to consider the defense of the 
Battle _Group and the required Urgent 
Rearm mg of weapons associated with 
defense: ~ metho~ of quantitatively linking 
the l_og1~hcal action of rearming to the 
warf1ghtmg goal of Battle Group defense is 
deve~op~d for t~e platform-weapon 
combinations which contribute to Battle 
Group defense. Mathematical optimization 
models of the Gas Station and Delivery Boy 
replenishment tactics, which seek to 
maximize the combat value of the weapons 
transferred, are developed and implemented 
on computer. A demonstration of the use of 
the models in planning, evaluating, and 
executing tactical rearming at the Battle 
Group level is then conducted. 




PROBABILISTIC MODELING OF 
COMMON CHANNEL 
SIGNALING 
Donald P. Gaver, Patricia A. Jacobs, 
and J.P. Lehoczky 
Abstract 
Estimation of mean square prediction error 
of wind components is required in the 
optimal interpolation (01) process in 
numerical prediction of atmospheric 
variables. Statistical models with log-linear 
scale parameters which include covariates 
are described for the prediction error. Data 
from February and April of 1991 are used to 
fit the model parameters and to study the 
predictive ability of the models. This 
preliminary investigation indicates that 
observational and first guess wind 
components can be helpful in predicting mean 
square prediction error for wind components. 
Key Words: Delays in common channel 
signaling; circuit-switched network; M / G / 1 
queue approximation 
NPSOR-91-29 
PRELIMINARY RESULTS FROM 
THE ANALYSIS OF WIND 
COMPONENT ERROR 
Donald P. Gaver and Patricia A. Jacobs 
Abstract 
Estimation of mean square prediction error 
of wind components is required in the 
optimal interpolation (01) process in 
numerical prediction of atmospheric 
variables. Statistical models with log-linear 
scale parameters which include covariates 
are described for the prediction error. Data 
from February and April of 1991 are used to 
fit the model parameters and to study the 
predictive ability of the models. This 
preliminary investigation indicates that 
observational and first guess wind 
components can be helpful in predicting mean 
square prediction error for wind components. 
Key Words: Gaussian model with log-linear 
scale parameter; maximum likelihood; 
Newton's method 
NPSOR-91-30 
A KALMAN FILTER FOR A 
POISSON SERIES WITH 
COVARIATES AND LAPLACE 
APPROXIMATION 
INTEGRATION 
Donald P. Gaver and Patricia A. Jacobs 
Abstract 
A hierarchical model for a Poisson time series 
is introduced. The model allows the mean or 
rate of the Poisson variables to vary slowly 
in time; it is modeled as the exponential of 
an AR/ 1 process. In addition the rate is 
influenced by a covariate. The Laplace 
method is used to recursively update some 
model parameter estimates. Frankly 
heuristic methods are explored to estimate 
other of the underlying parameters . The 
methodology is checked against simulated 
data with encouraging results. 
Key Words : Poisson time series with 
covariates; hierarchical model; Kalman filter; 
Laplace method 
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NPSOR-90-01 
MEASURING PERFORMANCE 
OF INTEGRATED AIR 
DEFENSE NETWORKS USING 
STOCHASTIC NETWORKS 
Michael P. Bailey 
Abstract 
Presented is a model reflecting the evolution 
of an engagement between an integrated air 
defense system (IADS) and a penetrating 
strike group. The engagement is modeled as 
an optimization problem on a network with 
stochastic arc lengths. We produce the 
distribution of our measure of effectiveness, 
as well as calculating the importance of each 
IADS agent to the performance of the overall 
system. We demonstrate the effectiveness of 
several jamming plans against the network. 
NPSOR-90-01 PR 
AN EXAMINATION OF SOME 
B003 DATA 
Harold J. Larson 
NPSOR-90-02 
PLANNING FACTORS FOR 
COMBAT LOGISTICS 
COMMODITIES USAGE AND 
REPLENISHMENT (U) 
David A. Schrady 
Abstract 
(U) This is an interim report of a project to 
develop a microprocessor-based system of 
information and algorithms to track and 
predict the usage and replenishment of fuels 
and ordnance in a carrier battle group in 
combat. The report documents fuel 
capacities and usage rates, and planning 
factors for ordnance expenditures. 
Underway replenishment rates and predicted 
total times are given. The last section of the 
report uses these data to examine battle 
group sustainability in the context of a 
specific scenario. 
Key Words: Operational logistics; combat 
logistics; logistics planning factors; underway 
replenishment 
NPSOR-90-03 
ITEM IDENTITIES AND THEIR 
RELATED OBSERVABLES 
Donald P. Gaver 
Patricia A. Jacobs 
Abstract 
Each of/ items has a characteristic Signature 
which varies in time. At time 0, the value of 
a Signature and the identity of the 
corresponding item are known. No further 
values of Signatures are observed until a 
later time t. At time f, a Signature from an 
unknown item is observed. The problem is to 
estimate the identity of the item whose 
Signature is observed at time t. The 
estimation procedure studied is to estimate 
the identity of the unknown item to be that 
one which maximizes the posterior 
probability of producing the observed 
Signature. 
Key Words: Bayesian paradigm; 
autoregressive process; classification 
NPSOR-90-04 
CLASSIFYING TARGETS ON 
THE UNIT DISK 
James N. Eagle 
Abstract 
An analytical model is developed for 
estimating the mean distance a searcher 
travels when visiting N targets in succession 
to a classification range c. The targets are 
uniformly distributed over the unit disk . The 
model is tested against a Monte Carlo 
simulation. 
Key Words: Search; classification; Poisson ; 
field; false targets 
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NPSOR-90-05 
STATISTICAL PROPERTIES OF 
OUT-OF-FRAME DETECTION 
SCHEMES FOR DIGITAL 
TRANSMISSION SYSTEMS 
Keebom Kang 
Michael P. Bailey 
Jai H. Eu 
Northern Telecom, Inc., 
Research Triangle Park, NC 27709 
Abstract 
The importance of the misframe times for 
DSl frame synchronization has often been 
addressed in designing and using network 
elements and mediation units. By extending 
the work of Eu and Rollins, we use Markov 
chain first passage time analysis to derive 
higher moments of the misframe times in 
both random and burst error environments. 
This methodology is of great value in 
evaluating frame synchronization techniques 
for digital transmission systems . By 
experimenting with several out-of-frame 
detection schemes and reasonable values for 
bit error ratio, we have shown that misframe 
times are always approximately 
exponentially distributed for all schemes. 
Key Words: Integrated Services Digital 
Network (ISDN), DSl, Extended 
Superframe (ESF), Markov Chain, First 
Passage Time 
NPSOR-90-06 
MIN AND MAX SCORING FOR 
TWO-SAMPLE ORDINAL DATA 
George Kimeldorf 
Programs in Mathematical Sciences 
University of Texas at Dallas 
Richardson, TX 75083-0688 
Allan R. Sampson 
Department of Mathematics and Statistics 
University of Pittsburgh 
Pittsburgh, PA 15260 
Lyn R. Whitaker 
Abstract 
In order to analyze two-sample ordinal data, 
one must often assign some increasing 
numerical scores to the ordinal categories. 
The choice of appropriate scores in these 
types of analyses is often problematic. This 
paper presents a new approach for reporting 
the results of such analyses. Using 
techniques of order-restricted inference, we 
obtain the minimum and maximum of 
standard two-sample test statistics over all 
possible assignments of increasi,ig scores. If the 
range of the min and max values does not 
include the critical value for the test 
statistics, then we can immediately conclude 
that the result of the analysis remains the 
same no matter what choice of increasing 
scores is used. On the other hand, if the 
range includes a critical value, the choice of 
scores used in the analysis must be carefully 
justified. Numerous examples are given to 
clarify our approach. 
Key Words: Ordinal data; two-sample tests; 
correlation 
NPSOR-90-07 
FORECASTER, A MARKOVIAN 
MODEL TO ANALYZE THE 
DISTRIBUTION OF NAVAL 
OFFICERS 
Paul R. Milch 
Abstract 
A mathematical model is described for 
forecasting the distribution of officers in a 
Navy officer community at some future point 
in time. The distribution is in terms of 
activity types and tour numbers. The activity 
types stand for a categorization of the kind 
of billets Navy officers may occupy on 
successive tours of duty, such as sea and 
shore billets. The specific method of 
categorization is dictated by the community 
modeled and the purpose of the analysis . 
The emphasis here is on the mathematical 
derivation, although a numerical application 
is also included. 
Key Words: Personnel model; officer 
distribution 
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Peter A. W. Lewis 
Uwe H. Steinfeld 
German Army 
Abstract 
A full-screen, scrollable spreadsheet-like 
editor written in the APL2 language is 
described for inputting, examining and 
outputting data. Mixed numeric and 
character arrays can be read into or read out 
to formatted DOS files (ASCII) or comma 
delimited DOS files. Alternatively a bulk 
mode input facility allows for rapid direct 
data entry, or data can be examined and 
edited cell-by-cell in the usual way. Columns, 
rows or blocks of data can be highlighted in a 
chosen color, shadowed, moved or copied. In 
addition, APL functions entered on the 
command line can use the blocks as input or 
output. A facility for coding missing values is 
also provided. 
Major-to-minor (lexicographic) sorts can be 
performed on selected columns, and 
conditional or unconditional frequency 
tabulations and cross-tabulations of selected 
columns can be performed. Output is 
obtained as a new spreadsheet, or 
equivalently, as an APL2 matrix. In 
particular, two-way cross-tabulations of 
multiple columns are laid out in the 
spreadsheet like draftsman's pl~ts to 
facilitate investigation and explanation of 
multivariate categorical data. No numerical 
coding of the data is needed. 
Key Words: Spreadsheet; APL2 spreadsheet; 
APL functions; frequency tabulations; cross-
tabulations; draftsman's plots 
NPSOR-90-09 
VARIANCE REDUCTION FOR 
QUANTILE ESTIMATES IN 
SIMULATIONS VIA NONLINEAR 
CONTROLS 
Peter A. W. Lewis 
Richard L. Ressler 
United States Army 
Abstract 
Linear controls are a well known simple 
technique for achieving variance reduction in 
computer simulation. Unfortunately the 
effectiveness of a linear control depends 
upon the correlation between the statistic of 
interest and the control, which is often low. 
Since statistics often have a nonlinear 
relationship with the potential control 
variables, nonlinear controls offer a means 
for improvement over linear controls. This 
paper focuses on the use of nonlinear 
controls for reducing the variance of quantile 
estimates in simulation. It is shown that one 
can substantially reduce the analytic effort 
required to develop a nonlinear control from 
a quantile estimator by using a strictly 
monotone transformation to create the 
nonlinear control. It is also shown that as 
one increases the sample size for the quantile 
estimator, the asymptotic multivariate 
normal distribution of the quantile of interest 
and the control reduces the effectiveness of 
the nonlinear control to that of the linear 
control. However, the data has to be 
sectioned to obtain an estimate of the 
variance of the controlled quantile estimate. 
Graphical methods are suggested for 
selecting the section size that maximizes the 
effectiveness of the nonlinear control. 
Key Words: Variance reduction; quantiles; 
nonlinear controls; transformations; JACE; 
least-squares regression; jackknifing 
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NPSOR-90-10 
NONLINEAR MODELING OF 




Peter A. W. Lewis 
A. J. Lawrance 
School of Mathematics and Statistics 
University of Birmingham 
Birmingham B15 2TT, U.K. 
Abstract 
Both linear and nonlinear time series can 
have directional features, features which 
indicate that the series do not maintain 
identical statistical properties when the 
direction on the time scale is reversed. The 
main purpose of the present paper is to 
develop the analysis of these features and to 
indicate and illustrate how they can be used 
for the investigation and modeling of linear 
or nonlinear autoregressive statistical 
models. In particular, the aim of the paper is 
to introduce the idea of reversed residuals 
and to develop some of their properties. 
Particular pairs of reversed and ordina~y 
residuals are shown to produce partial 
autocorrelation coefficients: quadratic types 
of partial autocorrelation coefficients are 
introduced to assess dependence associated 
with nonlinear models which nevertheless 
have linear autoregressive (Yule-Walker) 
correlation structures. 
Key Words: Linear time series; noi:-linear 
time series; residuals; reversed residuals; 
nonlinear autoregressive models; model 
identification; partial autocorrelation 
coefficients, quadratic partial autocorrela~on 
coefficients; reversed autoregressive 
residuals; NEAR(l), BGAR(l) 
NPSOR-90-11 
REVERSED RESIDUALS IN 
AUTOREGRESSIVE TIME 
SERIES ANALYSIS 
P.A. W. Lewis 
A. J. Lawrance 
School of Mathematics and Statistics 
University of Birmingham 
Birmingham B15 2TT, U.K. 
Abstract 
Both linear and nonlinear time series can 
have directional features, features which 
indicate that the series do not maintain 
identical statistical properties when the 
direction on the time scale is reversed. The 
main purpose of the present paper is to 
develop the analysis of these features and to 
indicate and illustrate how they can be used 
for the investigation and modeling of linear 
or nonlinear autoregressive statistical 
models. In particular, the aim of the paper is 
to introduce the idea of reversed residuals 
and to develop some of their properties. 
Particular pairs of reversed and ordinary 
residuals are shown to produce partial 
autocorrelation coefficients: quadratic types 
of partial autocorrelation coefficient~ are 
introduced to assess dependence associated 
with nonlinear models which nevertheless 
have linear autoregressive (Yule-Walker) 
correlation structures. 
Key Words: Linear time series; nonlinear 
time series; residuals; reversed residuals; 
nonlinear autoregressive models; model 
identification; partial autocorrelation 
coefficients; quadratic partial autocorrelation 
coefficients; reversed autoregressive 
residuals, NEAR(l), BGAR(2) 
NPSOR-90-12 
POSITIVE DEPENDENCE 
CONCEPTS FOR ORDINAL 
CONTINGENCY TABLES 
Ruth Douglas 
Stephen E. Fienberg 
Department of Statistics, 
Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh, PA 
15213 
Mei-Ling T. Lee 
Department of Mathematics, 
Boston University , Boston, MA 
Allan R. Sampson 
Department of Mathematics and Statistics, 
U. of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA 15260 
Lyn R. Whitaker 
Abstract 
This paper provides a connection for c~oss-
cla s si fi ed variables between ordrnal 
contingency tables and positive dependence 
13 
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concepts. Various bivariate positive 
dependence properties are reinterpreted in 
terms of odd ratios for certain subtables of 
the two-way array. 
Key Words: Positive dependence, two-way 
contingency tables, odds-ratios 
NPSOR-90-13 




Donald P. Gaver 
Patricia A. Jacobs 
Abstract 
Probability models are constructed for (i) 
guiding selection of packet size when 
transmission errors occur at a given, non-
bursty rate, (ii) describing delay at a Packet 
Switching Node when all traffic sources to 
the node follow the same re-transmit policy. 
"Exponential backoff" is modeled, and 
optimal choice of retransmit intervals is 
discussed. 
Key Words: Packet switching; fluid 





Michael P. Bailey 
Abstract 
This work gives a methodology for analyzing 
matroids with random element weights, with 
emphasis placed on independent, 
exponentially distributed element weights. 
The minimum weight basic element in such a 
structure is shown to be an absorbing state in 
a Markov chain, while the distribution of 
weight of the minimum weight element is 
shown to be of phase-type. We then present 
two sided bounds for matroids with NBUE 
distributed weights, as well as for weights 
with bounded positive hazard rates. We 
illustrate our method using the transversal 
matroid to solve stochastic assignment 
problems . 
Key Words: Stochastic matroid; stochastic 
spanning tree; NBUE distributions 
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NPSOR-90-15 
AN INVESTIGATION OF TIMING 
SYNCHRONIZATION ERRORS 
FOR TRACKING UNDERWATER 
VEHICLES 
Robert R. Read 
Abstract 
Two separate sensing arrays track the same 
underwater vehicle. The two versions of 
track are different, but roughly parallel. One 
possible explanation is the presence of a 
timing synchronization error. The report 
provides a model for describing and 
correcting such errors, estimation algorithms 
for quantifying the model parameters, and 
sta tis ti cal methodology for testing the 
validity of the effects. The techniques are 
applied to real data, and the results are 
reported. Also some properties of the noise 
process are recorded. 
Key Words: Tracking; calibration; 
systematic errors; components of variance; 
synchronization modeling 
NPSOR-90-16 
STUDIES ON DAMAGE 
AGGREGATION FOR 
WEAPONS SALVOS 
James D. Esary 
Abstract 
This document records three working studies 
from an ongoing investigation of models and 
methods for the prediction of the cumulative 
effect of weapons salvos . The first paper is 
about an extant formula for estimating the 
expected proportion of damage to an area 
target, which proves to be optimistic when 
compared to a plausible model for the effect 
of the salvo. The second paper describes an 
alternate formula which is conservative 
when compared to the same model. The 
third paper describes a basic case of an 
emerging family of target configuration and 
weapons impact scenarios which lead to the 
plausible model. 
Key Words: Weapons salvos; salvo; 
damage; cumulative damage; proportional 
effects; target; area target; cellular target 
NPSOR-90-17 
MODELING AND SIMULATION 
OF RANDOM SHAPES BY 
SCULPTURED WRAPAROUND: 
PRELIMINARY REPORT 
Donald P. Gaver 
Patricia A. Jacobs 
Abstract 
Physical objects with boundaries that are 
irregular-random shapes-occur in 
profusion in the natural world. Simple 
mathematical models for random shapes are 
described. The models are generated by 
"adding" a random process to a deterministic 
shapes. Ornstein -Uhlenbeck processes are 
generalized to allow innovation having 
symmetric stable laws. 
Key Words: Random shapes; Ornstein-
Uhlenbeck process; symmetric stable law ; 
Brownian Bridge 
NPSOR-90-18 
HEAVY-TRAFFIC ANALYSIS OF 




Donald P. Gaver 
J. A. Morrison 
AT&T Bell Laboratories 
Murray Hill, New Jersey 07974 
Abstract 
A model of queueing for a single server by 
several types of customers (messages, or 
jobs), with a simple dynamic priority rule, is 
considered. The rule is equivalent to 
selecting the next server occupant type with 
a probability proportional to the number of 
that type enqueued. The situation studied 
here occurs in fields such as computer and 
communication system performance analysis, 
in operational analysis of logistics systems, 
and in the repair of elements of a 
manufacturing system. It is assumed that the 
population sizes of the items of different 
types are large, and that the mean service 
rates are correspondingly large, in 
comparison with the service demand rates. 
Moreover, it is assumed that the system is in 
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heavy traffic. Under these assumptions, 
asymptotic approximations are derived for 
the steady-state means and covariances of 
the number of items of different types either 
waiting or being served. Numerical 
comparisons with simulated results show 
excellent agreement. 
Key Words: Asymptotics; dynamic priority 
rules; logistics; repair problems 
NPSOR-90-19 
REGRESSION ANALYSIS OF 
HIERARCHICAL POISSON-LIKE 
EVENT RATE DATA: 
SUPERPOPULATION MODEL 
EFFECT ON PREDICTIONS 
Donald P. Gaver 
Patricia A. Jacobs 
I. G. O'Muircheartaigh 
Abstract 
This paper studies prediction of future failure 
(rates) by hierarchical empirical Bayes (EB) 
Poisson regression methodologies. Both a 
gamma distributed superpopulation as well 
as a more robust (long-tailed) log-student-I 
superpopulation are considered. Simulation 
results are reported concerning predicted 
Poisson rates. The results tentatively suggest 
that a hierarchical model with gamma 
superpopulation can effectively adapt to data 
coming from a log-Student-t superpopulation 
particularly if the additional computation 
involved with estimation for the log-Student-
t hierarchical model is burdensome. 
Key Words: Empirical Bayes prediction; 
hierarchical models; extra-Poisson 




LATENT FACTOR MODELS 
AND ANALYSES FOR 
OPERATOR RESPONSE TIMES 
Donald P. Gaver 
I. G. O'Muircheartaigh 
Abstract 
Two models are presented for the response 
times of different operators to different asks 
where response is initiated by one or more 
cues provided by the system. One model for 
the log-response times is a mixed or latent 
factor model with unequal case fixed effects 
and variances. The other model for the log-
response times is a non-Gaussian log-
extreme-value model. Procedures for 
estimating the parameters by maximum 
likelihood are presented. The models are 
used to analyze response time data from 
simulator experiments involving nuclear 
power plant operators performing certain 
safety-related tasks. The findings of the 
models are critiqued and applications to risk 
analysis are sketched . 
Key Words: Latent factor models; extreme-
value distribution; Weibull distribution; 
bootstrap; maximum likelihood estimation; 
operator response times 
NPSOR-90-21 
A STUDY OF UNDERWATER 
SOUND RAY TRACING 
METHODOLOGY 
Robert R. Read 
Abstract 
An operational study has been made of the 
algorithms employed by the Naval Undersea 
Weapons Engineering Station in their short 
baseline underwater position location 
systems. Some important sources of 
systematic error have been uncovered. The 
issues studied include isospeed vs. 
isogradient ray tracing, effect of the depth 
velocity profile and water layer thickness, 
approximate vs. exact array tilt corrections, 
and ray tracing initialization methodology. 
It is shown that the practice of constant 
speed extrapolation of depth-velocity 
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information can cause considerable mischief. 
The best remedy is to measure speed all the 
way to the bottom. It is further shown that 
the systematic errors are periodic functions 
of the azimuth direction of the sound ray 
from the receiver array. The amplitudes of 
these functions are greater for the more 
severely tilted arrays. An alternative 
algorithm is proposed that reduces these 
errors by at least an order of magnitude. 
Key Words: Ray tracing; calibration; 
underwater tracking; sort baseline systems; 
systematic errors 
NPSOR-90-22 
APPLICATION OF FUTURE 
STATE DECISION MAKING IN 
THE EAGLE COMBAT MODEL 
Samuel H. Parry 
Arthur Schoenstadt 
Department of Mathematics 
Abstract 
EAGLE is a systematic combat simulation 
which is currently under development by the 
TRADOC Analysis Command at Fort 
Leavenworth. EAGLE is written using the 
Artificial Intelligence (AI) language LISP, 
which is ideally suited for describing both 
combat missions and decisions in 
understandable, natural-language terms 
within an extremely sophisticated tactics 
knowledge base. 
Earlier reports, however, have asserted that 
systematic combat models which use the so-
c a lied present-state decisionmaking 
paradigm have a fundamentally flawed 
decisionmaking process. This report 
investigates the application in EAGLE of an 
alternative, future-state decisionmaking 
architecture, called the Generalized Value 
System (GVS), describes the general changes 
to EAGLE code and data structures necessary 
to implement this methodology, and presents 
an example of how we believe this 
methodology would execute within EAGLE. 
Key Words: Airland combat simulation; 




REPLENISHMENT OF SHIPS 
DURING COMBAT 
D. P. Gaver 
K. D. Glazebrook 
Department of Mathematics and Statistics 
University of Newcastle-upon-Tyne, U.K. 
S. E. Pilnick 
Cdr., United States Navy 
Abstract 
A Carrier Battle Group is operating in an 
area where it is subject to attack by enemy 
aircraft. It is anticipated that air raids will 
occur in large waves. The uncertain time 
between raids is available for the 
replenishment of supplies. We consider the 
problem of how best to schedule ammunition 
replenishment during this period. The theory 
of Gittins indices provides the technical 
background to the development of a range of 
models which yield a hierarchy of index-
based heuristics for replenishment. One such 
heuristic is assessed computationally in a 
more realistic scenario then is explicitly 
allowed for by the models. 
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Transformlllions 
NPSSS-88-008 Gaver System Availability: Time Dependence and Statistical Inference by 
(Semi) Nonparametric Methods 
NPSSS-88-009 Milch An Analvtical Model for Forecastin~ Nav11 Officer Career Paths 
NPSSS-88-010 Lewis, McKenzie Mini/ication Processes 
NPSSS-88-011 Lewis 1-Laplace Processes 
NPSSS-88-012 Mitchell, M. Lo~istics in Naval Warfare: Annotated 8iblio~aph11 
NPSSS-88-013 Woods Analysis and Evaluation of Discrete Reliability Growtl1 Models with 
and without Failure DiscountinR 
1987 
N PSSS-87-001 Birge, Wallace A Separable Piecewise Linear Upper Bound for Stochastic Linear 
Pro~rams 
NPSSS-87-002 PR Hughes Support for the Review and Selection of Suitable ASW Engagement 
Models (U) (SECRET Document) 
NPSSS-87-003 Ronen Perspectives on Practical Aspects of Truck RoutinK and SchedulinR 
NPSSS-87-004 Gersch Smoothness Priors in Time Series 
NPSSS-87-005 Gersch Smoothness Priors Transfer Function Estimation 
NPSSS-87-006 Gersch The Linear Dependency Structure of Cou11riance Nonstationary 
Time Series 
NPSSS-87-007 Dearing, Hammer, Boolean and Graph Theoretic Formulations of the Simple Plant 
Simeone Location Problem 
NPSSS-87-008 Howard, Barr Eualuation o{GRE Data and Exveriment at NPS 
NPSSS-87-009 Barr Estimation of Exr,ected Casualties usinR Aliueness Adjustments 
NPSSS-87-010 O'Muircheartaigh, Prediction of Polytomous Events: Model Description, Algoritl1m 
Gaver Development and Methodolo~ical Asvects, with an Annlication 
NPSSS-87-0llPR Ea~le A Lan chester Model of Submarine Attack on a Carrier Battle~roup 
NPSSS-87-012 Jacobs Eslimation of the Probability of a Long Time to the First Entrance 
to a State in a Semi-Markov Model 
NPSSS-87-013 Larson Suggested Improvements for tl,e Joint Oil Analysis Program 
Correlation ProJZram 
NPSSS-87-014 Gaver, Jacobs Robustifvin~ the Kalman Filter 
NPSSS-87-015 Eagle, Yee An Optimal Branch-and-Bound Procedure for the Constrained 
Pat/1, Mor,inJZ TarJZet Search Problem 
NPSSS-87-016 Lawphongpanich, A Demyanov-type Modification for Generalized Linear 
Heam ProJZrammin~ 
20 
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1986 
NPSSS-86-001 Lewis Use of Color in Diffoentiatin£ Factor Levels in Simulation Output 
NPSSS-86-002 Lewis Gamma Processes 
NPSSS-86-003 PR Tvsver A Seven Point SmoothinK Proi(Tam for NU WES Data 
NPSSS-86-004 Schmeiser, Kan11: Propoties of Batch Means from Stationan, ARMA Time Series 
NPS55-86-005PR EHie Subsub-A Submarine Enflaj(ement Model 
NPSSS-86-006 Gaver, Jacobs On Inference and Transient Response for M/G/1 Models 
NPSSS-86-007 Gaver, Robust Empirical Bayes Analyses of Event Rates 
O'Muircheartaigh 
NPSSS-86-008 Shudde Tactical Al£orithms on Non-Rotating Sphere 
NPS55-86-009PR Schmeiser A Model and Analysis of the Effects of Electronic Warfare (EW) in 
Antisurface Warfare (ASUW ) 
NPSSS-86-010 Washburn Det~inistic Graphical Games 
NPSSS-86-011 McMasters Wholesale ProvisioninK Models: Model Evaluation 
NPSSS-86-012 Rosenthal, Harrison An Implicit/Erplicit Approach to Multiobjective Optimization wit11 
an Auulication to Forest Management Planninx 
NPSSS-86-013 Chotikul (Taylor) The Soviet Theory of Reflexive Control in Historical and 
Psychocultural Perspective: A Preliminary Study 
NPSSS-86-014 Gaver, Jacobs Nonparametric Estimation of the Probability of a Long Day in the 
M/G/1 Queue 
NPSSS-86-015 Jacobs Results of a Simulation Study of Estimates of a First Passage Time 
Distribution for Censored Semi-Markov Processes 
NPSSS-86-016 Breaux, Eagle and 
Dunlap 
Effects of Hydrophone Reliability on Fixed Distributed Systems (U) 
NPSSS-86-017 Rockower Inte!(Tal Identities for Random Variables 
NPSSS-86-018 Rockower Reliabilit11 in A Random Environment 
NPSSS-86-019 Lewis A Bivariate First Ordo Autoregressive Time Series Model in 
EX11onential Variables (BEAR(1)) 
NPSSS-86-020 Eldor Kinematics/Detection Model for a Naval Seminar Game 
NPSSS-86-021 Gaver, Jacobs, 
Meldrum, 
Problems of Identification 
O'Muircheartaisth 
NPSSS-86-022 Gaver, Jacobs Nonparametric Estimation of the Probability of a Long Delay in the 
M/G/1 Queue 
NPSSS-86-023 Lindsay Statistical Aspects of the F/A/18 AGE Exploration Program 
NPSSS-86-024 Forrest An Active Acoustic Detection Model Analysis 
NPSSS-86-025 Lewis Graphical Anal11sis of Some Pseudo-random Number Generators 
NPSSS-86-026 Eagle A Partial Evaluation of the Integrated Decision Aid (ITDA) Sl(stem 
21 
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1985 
NPSSS-85-001 Rosenthal R=resenting Inverse in Pure Network Flow 011timization 
NPSSS-85-002 Jacobs First Passage Times for Combination of Random Loads 
NPSSS-85-003 Gaver Discreuancv-Tolerant Hierarchical Poisson Event-Rate Analvses 
NPSSS-85-004 Gaver Processor-Shared Time-Sharing Models in Heavv Traffic 
NPSSS-85-005 Lindsay An Examination of the USMC Combat Active Replacement Factor 
(CARF) Determination Svstem 
NPSSS-85-006 Taylor -Never Submitted-
NPS55-85-007 Forrest Passive Acoustic DetectiDn Models and the Naval Warfare Gaming 
Svstem 
NPSSS-85-009 Lewis Some Simple Models for Continuous Variate Time Series 
NPS55-85-010PR Tvsver A Fi!lUre of Merit for NUWES Data 
NPSSS-85-011 Andrus Stand and Look Detection Aloorithm 
NPSSS-85-012 Poock, Martin An Examination of Some Error Correcting Techniques for 
Continuous Speech RecoJlnition Technolo'itll 
NPSSS-85-013 Eagle Estimating the Probability of a Diffusing Target Encountering a 
Stationarv Sensor 
NPSSS-85-014 Washburn, Bol!er Notes from the Stocmile Seminars 
NPSSS-85-015 Eagle, Yee Approximate Solution Technique for the Constrained Search path 
Moving Tar!(et Search Problem 
NPSSS-85-016 Gaver Discrenancv-Tolerant Hierarchical Poisso11 Event-Rate Analvses 
NPSSS-85-017 Aikens, Rosenthal A Fixed-Charge Multicommodity Network Flow Algorithm and a 
Warehouse Location Annlication 
NPSSS-85-018 Gaver, Fayolle, Weiss A Resource Conflict Resolution Problem Formulated in Continuous 
Time 
NPSSS-85-019 Rockower Laser Propa!(ation Code Studu 
NPSSS-85-020 Gaver, Lehoczky Random Parameter Markov Population Process Models and t/1eir 
Likelihood, Baves, and Emvirical Baves Analvsis 
NPSSS-85-021 O'Muircheartaigh, Estimation of Sea-Surface Windspeed from Whitecap Cover: 
Gaver Statistical Avvroad1es Comvared Emviricallv and bl( Simulation 
NPSSS-85-022 Forrest A Dual Launc/1 Torvedo Effectiveness Model 
NPSSS-85-023 Shudde Some Navi!(ation and Almanac Alcmrithms 
NPSSS-85-024 Read Structured Exit lllterviews usinJl MDS 
NPSSS-85-025 Breaker, Lewis 011 the Detection of a 40 to 50 Day uoscillation in Sea Surface 
Temperature alon!( the Central California Coast 
NPSSS-85-026 Taylor -Never Submitted-
NPSSS-85-027 Andrus, Shudde Computed Aided Stationing Tool (Cost) Preliminary Technical 
Evaluation 
NPSSS-85-028 Read Program for the Simultaneous Estimation of Displacement and 
Orientation Corrections for Several Short Base Line Arravs 
NPSSS-85-029 Andrus Function Plotting Software for the IBM-PC and IBM-7371/7372 
Plotters 
NPSSS-85-030 Lewis, Lawrance Higher Order Residual Analysis for Nonlinear Time Series wit/1 
Autorevessi'De Correlation Structures 
NPSSS-85-031 Gvl!aX, Read Transformation of Disulacement and Orientation Correction Data 
22 
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1984 
NPSSS-84-001 Gaver, Jacobs, The Normal Approximation and Queue Control for Response 
Latouche Times in a Processor-shared Computer S11stem Model 
NPSSS-84-002 Poock, Martin Effects of Emotional and Perceptual-Motor Stress on a Voice 
Reco1Znition S11stem's Accuracy: An Annlied Investigation 
NPSSS-84-003 Zehna HP-41C Provams and Instructions for Probabilit11 and Statistics 
NPSSS-84-004 Thomas, Jacobs, Gaver InSJJection Policies for Stand-by S11stems 
NPSSS-84-005 McKenzie Error Analysis for Winters' Additfoe Seasonal Forecasting SJiSfem 
NPSSS-84-006 McKenzie A Note on the Derivation of Theoretical Autocovariances for 
ARMA Models 
NPSSS-84-007 McKenzie Renormalization of Seasonals in the Additive Seasonal Model: Is it 
NecessaTI/? 
NPS55-84-008PR Poock A Feasibility Study for Integrating Voice Recognition/Input into the 
InteJlTated Information Display S11stem (11D) 
NPSSS-84-009 Eagle The Approximate Solution of a Simple Constrained Target Motion 
Search Problem using Moving Horizon Policies 
NPSSS-84-010 Forrest Three Target State Estimation Procedures with Programs for Three 
Compact Computers 
NPSSS-84-011 Gaver, Kafadar A Retrievable Recipe for Inverse "t" 
NPSSS-84-012 Breaker Interannual Variability in Sea-Surface Temperature at One 
Location along the Central California Coast 
NPSSS-84-013 Forrest Three Position Estimation Procedures 
NPSSS-84-014 Jacobs A Pilot Data Analysis of Sea Surface Temperatures and Wind 
Sveeds Measured on Oceanic Weather Ship Papa-A Summary 
NPSSS-84-015 McKenzie A Note on Using tlte Integrated Form of ARI MA Forecasts 
NPSSS-84-016 Rosenthal Principles of Multiobiective Optimization 
NPSSS-84-017 Rosenthal Optimal Ship Routing and Personnel Assignment for Naval 
Recruitment in Thailand 
N PSSS-84-018 Shudde Some Handheld Computer Navigation Programs for the Fleet 
Mission PrOJlTam LibraTI/ 
NPSSS-84-019 Lewis, Lawrance Modeling and Residual Analysis of Linear Autoregressive Time 
Series in Exponential Variables 
NPSSS-84-020 Brown, McBride, Extracting Embedded Generalized Networks from Linear 
Wood Pro1Zramming Programs 
NPSSS-84-021 Read A Primer in APL Lab Support for 0A3101 -2-3-4 
NPSSS-84-022 Lewis, Lawrance Higher Order Residual Analysis for Nonlinear Time Series with 
Autore1Zressive Correlation Structures 
NPSSS-84-023 Shubert, Washburn CHARYBDS, Naval Minefield Simulation Program/or 
Microcomputers 
NPSSS-84-024 Read A Primer for APL Lab Su11vort for OA3101-2-3-4 
23 
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1983 
NPSSS-83-001 Poock, Roland Voice Reco1t11ition Vocabulan/ Lists for the Arm11's Tacfire S11stem 
NPSSS-83-002 Bodin, Sexton The Multi-Vehicle Subscriber Dud-a-Ride Problem 
NPSSS-83-003 Poock, Martin The Effect of Feedback to Users of Voice Reco1t11ition Equipment 
NPS55-84-004P R Washburn Mine Warfare in NWGS 
NPSSS-83-005 Poock, Roland, Wearing Gas Masks while Talking to a Voice Recognition System 
Schwalm 
NPSSS-83-006 Washburn Suroeillance/Pounce Model 
NPSSS-83-007 Lewis, Linnebur, SIMTBED: a Graphical Test Bed for Analyzing and Reporting the 
Uribe Results of a Statistical Simulation Erneriment 
NPSSS-83-008 Lewis, Lawrance Stationary Exponential Time Series: Further Model Development 
and a ResidWll Anal11sis 
NPSSS-83-009 Bodin, Duguid, 
Mitchell, Ball 
The Vehicle Scheduling Problem with Interlining 
NPSSS-83-010 Brown, Graves, Design and Operation of a Multi-commodity 
Honczarenko Production/Distribution System using Primary Goal 
Decomposition 
NPSSS-83-011 Washburn Simple Calculations for a Semi-configured Minefield (U) 
(CONFIDENTIAL Document) 
NPSSS-83-012PR Poock, Roland Simulated Tac{ire Invut Proadure for Use with Voice Data Entrv 
NPSSS-83-013 Larson, lavachandran The CEMS IV OAP Alvorithm 
NPSSS-83-014 Eagle The Optimal Search for a Moving Target wl1en the Search Path is 
Constrained 
NPSSS-83-015 Thomas, Stengos Finite State Approximation Algorithms for Average Cost 
Denumerable State Markov Decision Proasses 
NPSSS-83-016 Poock, Martin Voice Recognition Performance with Naive versus Practiced 
Speakers 
NPS55-83-017PR Poock, Roland, Soarks Final Summar11: Voice Recovnition/Jnr,ut Issues for Tacfire 
NPSSS-83-018 Breaker, Lewis, Orav Analysis of a 12-year Record of Sea-Surface Temperatures off Pt. 
Sur, California 
NPSSS-83-019 Shubert Some Probability Models Related to Classical Occupancy with 
Possible Imr,lications to Tactical Anal11sis 
NPS55-83-020PR Larson, Javachandran An Analvsis of some Anal11tical Ferro5traph11 Data 
NPSSS-83-021 Eagle The Modeling of Spiral-Search Torpedoes and Depth Bombs in the 
Naval Warflamin!l Svstem 
NPSSS-83-022 Shudde An Analysis of the Satellite Kinematics Model in the Naval Warfare 
Gaminft Svstem 
NPSSS-83-023 Shudde Position Determination with LORAN-C Triplets using the HP-75C, 
the Shar11 PC-1500 and the TRS-80 Model 100 
NPS55-83-024PR Shudde A Comparison of the HP-75C, the Sharp PC-1500 and the TRS-80 
Model 100 Computers usinv a Larve BASIC Pro!lram 
NPSSS-83-025 Shudde A Multiple Leg TMA Procedure with Programs for HP-41CV, the 
HP-75C, the Sharp PC-1500, the TRS-80 Model 100 and the Tl CC-
40 Comr,uters 
NPSSS-83-026 Richards, McMasters Wholesale Provisionin~: Model Develoument 
NPSSS-83-027 Forrest Three Tar!lets Slate Estimation Pro5tram 
NPS55-83-028 Howard Wholesale Provisionin~ Models: Model Outimization 
NPSSS-83-029 Tysver Analysis of Potential Outlier and Missing Data Points in NUWES 
Data 
NPSSS-83-030 Richards Wholesale Provisioninv Model Eva/U11tions 
NPS55-83-031PR Read Interim Reuort for NUWES Task 83-7: Anal11sis of Trackinst Data 
NPSSS-83-032 Forrest MHD Detection and the Naval Warfare Gamin~ S11stem 
NPSSS-83-033 Neil A Review of Selected Studies of Computerized Speech Recognition 
Conducted at the Naval Postvraduate School 
NPSSS-83-034 Gaver, Jacobs Low-level Stratus Prediction using Binary Statistical Regression: A 
Pro5[Tess Rer,ort usin!l Moffett Field Data 
NPSSS-83-035 Lewis, Dewald A New Second-order Autoregressive Time Series Model in Double 
Exponential (Laplace) Variables-NLAR(2) 
NPS55-83-036PR Tysver Missing Data Points and their Relationship lo Distances from 
Position Location Arra11s and to Distance between Vehicles 
N PSSS-83-037 McKenzie An Autore5[Tessive Process for Beta Random Variables 
24 
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1982 
NPSSS-82-001 Hartman A Target Acquisition Module for the STAR Combined Arms 
Combat Simulation Model Vol. I (User's Manual) 
NPSSS-82-002 Larson, Jayachandran Statistical Methods for the faint Oil Analvsis ProJ(Tam 
NPSSS-82-003 Jacobs, Lewis Stationary Discrete Autoregressive Moving Auerage Time Series 
Generated bv Mixtures 
NPSSS-82-004 Gaver, Miller Jackknifing the Kaplan-Meier Survival Estimator for Censored 
Data: Simulation Results and AS11mr,totic Anal115is 
NPSSS-82-005 Gaver Stochastic Modelin1t: Ideas and Techniques 
NPSSS-82-006 Read A Comparison of Polynomial and Low Band Pass Data Smoothing 
Filters 
NPSSS-82-007 Gaver, Jacobs, Finite Birth-and-Death Models in Randomly Changing 
Latouche Enuironments 
NPSSS-82-008 Giordano The Strength of Surrogate Constraints for the Linear Zero-One 
Intt!ger Pro~amming Problem 
NPSSS-82-009 Giordano A Heuristic for Constructing Surrogate Constraints for the Linear 
Zero-One ProvramminJl Problem 
NPSSS-82-010 Jacobs A Data Analysis of Oxidant Pollutant Concentration in the 
Liuermore Vallev Region 
NPSSS-82-011 Lewis, Lawrance Simple Dependent Pairs of Exponential and Uniform Random 
Variables 
NPSSS-82-012 Brown, McBride Solvin1t Generalized Networks 
NPSSS-82-013 Washburn Countered Mint!{ield PlanninJl: Area/count Considerations 
NPSSS-82-014 Hartman A Targt!t Acquisition Module for tht! STAR Combined Arms 
Combat Simulation Model, Vol. II (Technical Manual) 
N PSSS-82-015 Gaver, Jacobs, Finite Markov Chain Models Skip-Free in One Dirt!ction 
Latouche 
NPSSS-82-016 Forrest Pro!lrams for a Sfo1tle Leg Target Motion Anal11sis Procedure 
NPSSS-82-017 Washburn NOMBAS-A Ba11esian Proct!dure for SelectinJl the Greatest Mt!an 
NPSSS-82-018 Lehoczky, Jacobs, ltateractive Markov Chains and Manpower Modeling 
Gaver 
NPSSS-82-019 Gaver, Shreve, Optimal Consumption for General Diffusions with Absorbing and 
Lehoczkv R~flectinJl Barriers 
NPSSS-82-020 Eagle The Optimal Search for a Moving Target when the Search path is 
Constrained 
NPSSS-82-021 Taylor A Tutorial on the Determination of Single-Weapon-System -Type 
Kill Rates for use in Lanchester-twe Combat Models 
NPSSS-82-022 Shudde Position Determination with Loran-C Triplets and the Hewlett-
Packard HP-41CV Proirammable Calculator 
NPSSS-82-023 Shudde A Comparison of the Hewlett-Packard HP-67 and HP-41CV 
Programmable Calculators 
NPSSS-82-024 Cora Estimating Survival Probability or Reliability: Simulation 
Assessments of the Delta Method, Iackknife, and Bootstrap 
NPSSS-82-025PR Shudde A Comparison of the Hewlett-Packard HP-41CV and Casio 
FX702P Provrammer Calculators 
NPSSS-82-026 Forrest ProRrams for a Multii,le Le1t Tar!lt!t Motion Anal.11sis Procedure 
NPSSS-82-027 Washburn Simr,le Calculations for a Semi-conliRured Minefield 
NPSSS-82-028 Poock, Schwalm, Use of Voice Recognition Equipment with Stenographer Masks 
Roland 
NPS55-82-029PR Poock, Roland Preliminary Conclusions on the Use of Voice Recognition Input to 
Tac(ire 
NPSSS-82-030 Poock, Roland Voice RecoRnition AccuraCl/: What is Acceptable? 
NPSSS-82-031 Gaver, Jacobs Data Analysis and Modeling of Arctic Sea Ice Subsurface 
Rou1thness 
NPSSS-82-032 Poock, Schwalm, Trying for Speaker Indept!ndence in the Use of Speaker Dependent 
Martin, Roland Voice Reco!lnition Equipment 
NPSSS-82-033 Ignizio GP-GN: An Approach Certain to Large-scale, Multiobjectiue 
lnte1ter ProRramminJl Models 
NPSSS-82-034 Thomas, Hartley, Computational Comparison of Value Iteration Algorithms for 
Lavercombe Discounted Markov Decision Processes 
NPSSS-82-035 Ignizio An Enhanced Conuersion Scheme for Lexicographic, Multiobjective 
Inte1ter Pro~ams 
N PSSS-82-036 Tvsver Vehicular IntercetJt Geometn1 
25 
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1981 
NPSSS-81-001 Tvsver A 3-D Data Smoothin,z Alizorithm 
NPSSS-81-002 Gaver Statistical Methods, some Old, some New, Tutorial Survey 
NPSSS-81-003 Lewis, Lawrance Generation of some First-order Autoregressive Markovian 
Sequences of Positive Random Variables with given Marginal 
Distributions 
NPSSS-81-004 Neil, Andreason Examination of Voice Recognition System to Function in a 
Bilinizual Mode 
NPSSS-81-005 Lewis, Uribe The New Naval Postgraduate School Random Number Package 
LLRANDOM2 
NPSSS-81-006 Lewis Chapter G of the IMSL Library-Generation and Testing of 
Random Deviates: Simulation 
NPSSS-81-007 Washburn Detection of a TarJ[et Leavin,z Intermittent Traces 
NPSSS-81-008 Gaver Models of Conflict with Explicit Representation of Command and 
Control Caoabilitv 11nd Vulnerabilities 
NPSSS-81-009 Andrus Prototype Programs for an Interactive Gaming Graphics Plotting 
Car,a bili tv 
NPSSS-81-0lOPR Moroney An Annotated Bibliography of Objective Pilot Performance 
Measures: Part II 
NPSSS-81-011 Mc Masters Models for Siting Repair Parts Inventories in Support of a Naval 
Air Rework Facilitv 
NPSSS-81-012 Lindsay Computing Wald Sequential Sampling Plans for Fraction Defective, 
usiniz the Tl-58 or TJ-59 
NPSSS-81-013 Poock A Longitudinal Study of Computer Voice Recognition Performance 
and Vocabularv Size 
NPSSS-81-014 Barr Estimation of Sensor Detection Probabilities with Data from 
Concurrent Sensors 
NPSSS-81-015 Lewis, Heidelberger Quantile Estimation in Denendent Seauences 
NPSSS-81-016 Poock, Armstrong Effect of Operator Mental Loading on Voice Recognition System 
Performance 
NPSSS-81-017 Poock, Armstrong Effect of Task Duration on Voice RecoJ[nition Svstems Performa11ce 
NPS55-81-018PR Barr, Howard, Roland Naval Postgraduate School Participation in a11 ACCAT Multi-node 
Exvuiment 
NPSSS-81-019 Poock, Roland Enhancing Technology Transfer of Computer Hardware and 
Software Architecture usin,z Human Factors and Initial DesiJ(fl 
NPSSS-81-020 Jacobs Preliminarv Analvsis of Maximum Dailt1 Oxidant DatR 
NPSSS-81-021 Gaver, Aba Investigation of Alternative Methods including Jackknifing for 
Estimatiniz Point A'Dllilabilitv of a S11stem 
NPSSS-81-022 Lewis, Richardson, Local Serial Corre/Rtion in Behavioral State in tire Mouse 
Dement 
NPS55-81-023PR Washburn, Shubert Summan1 Re=rt for 1981 
NPS55-81-024PR Barr, Howard TEAM EvRluRtion 
NPSSS-81-025 Goren, Bausch, Brown Determination of Optimal Aircraft Mix in an Air Force 
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1980 
NPSSS-80-001 Shudde Ht!Wll!lt-P11ckard HP-67 Progr11ms for Use with the "Introduction to 
Comb11t Models and Weavons Effectiveness," Course 053652 
NPSSS-80-002 Washburn On the Tr11deoff between Driff 11nd V11ri11nce 
NPSSS-80-003 Brown, Thomen Autom11tic F11ctorizlltion of Gener111iud Upper Bounds in L11rge-scale 
Optimization Models 
NPSSS-80-004 Barr Report on: "An Erperiment on Formal use of Handheld 
Pro1!Tammable Calculators in Statistics Courses" 
NPSSS-80-005 Forrest A Diuole Distribution Detection Model (U) (SECRET Document) 
NPSSS-80-006 Gaver, Jacobs On Combin11tions of Random Lo11ds 
NPSSS-80-007 Lehoczky, Gaver Diffusion Approximations for the Cooperative Service of Voice and 
Data Messa~es 
NPSSS-80-008 Brown, Washburn Khachian's Alvorithm: A Tutorial 
NPSSS-80-009 Shudde An Algorithm for Position Determination using Loran-C Triplets with 
a BASIC Pro~ram for the Commodore 2001 Microcomputer 
NPSSS-80-010 Shudde Position Determination with Loran-C Triplets in the Ht!Wlett-Packard 
HP-67/97 Pro~ramm11ble Calculators 
NPSSS-80-011 Lawrance, Lewis A Nt!W Autoregressive Time Series Model in Erponential Variables 
(NEAR(1)) 
N PSSS-80-012 Lawrance, Lewis A Mixed Enionential Time Series, NMEARMA (i,,q) 
NPSSS-80-013 Neil Application of Color Codimt in Tactical Disvl11v S-3A 
NPSSS-80-014 Washburn Analvsis of the Memorvless Tracker 
NPSSS-80-015 Alden Estimates of the Officer Force Structure Required to M11n lite Projected 
Naval Combatant Forces of the 1980s and 1990s 
NPSSS-80-016 Poock UsinR Voice Input to Overate a Distributed Comvuter Network 
NPSSS-80-017 Washburn E:rpa11dinv Area Search Experiments 
NPSSS-80-018 Barr TI-59 Pro~rams for Multiple Re1!1ession 
NPSSS-80-019 Lewis, Heidelberger Regression-adjusted Estimates for Rege11erative Simulations, with 
Gravhics 
NPSSS-80-020 Shudde Position Determination with Loran-C Triplets and the Texas 
Instruments TI-59 ProRrammable Calculator 
NPSSS-80-021 Hartman Ground Modelinv in the ST AR Simulation Models 
NPSSS-80-022 Hartman Some Utilitv Pro1!Tams for ST AR Simulation Models 
NPSSS-80-023 Hartman The ST AR Field Module 
NPSSS-80-024 Yen A Binary Search Algorithm for Solving Linear and Nonlinear 
Provrammin~ Problems 
NPSSS-80-025 Jacobs Preliminarv analvsis of Maximum Dailv Oxida11t Data 
NPSSS-80-026 Howard Dept. of Oi,erations Research Technical Revorts 1969-1979 
NPSSS-80-027 Gaver Models tlzat Reflect the Value of Information in a Comma11d 11nd 
Control Conte:rt 
NPSSS-80-028 Washburn Printed as NPSSS-81-007 
NPSSS-80-029 Bradley, Brown, 
Graves 
Structural Redundancy & Large-scale Optimization Models 
NPSSS-80-030 Brown, Wright Automatic Identification of Imbedded Network Rose in Large-scale 
Ovtimization Model 
NPSSS-80-031 Lindsay Survival Functions as Combat Models 
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1979 
NPSSS-79-001 Marshall, Oliver Estimatinfl Errors in Student Enrollment Forecastinfl 
NPSSS-79-002 Barr, Richards MK 82 Bomb Eiection Sensitivitv Test Revort 
NPSSS-79-003 Barr, Poock, Richards Experimentation Manual Part II: Technology Systems in 
Command and Control 
NPSSS-79-004 Shudde (ed.) Naval Applications: Ten Algorithms for the Hewlett-Packard HP-
67 and HP-97 Calculators 
NPSSS-79-005 Neil Design Parameters and Color CRT Display DesiKn 
NPSSS-79-006 Forrest The Search Effectiveness of MAD 
NPSSS-79-007 Jacobs, Gaver Storave Problems when Demand is "All or Nothin!l" 
NPSSS-79-00SPR Forrest A Discussion of some Work Done under the NPS-Naval 
Intelli!lence Research Proiect for FY78 (U) (SECRET Document) 
NPSSS-79-009 Jacobs Hea'V!/ Traffic Results for Single Seroer Queues with Dependent 
(EARMA) Service and Interarrival Times ~ 
NPSSS-79-010 Washburn Hide and Seek from a Fixed Base 
NPSSS-79-011 Shudde Naval Applications: Three Algorithms for t1te Hewlett-Packard 
HP-67 and HP-97 Calculators (U) (CONFIDENTIAL Document) 
NPS55-79-012PR Tvsver Use of Seauential Differences in Smoothinfl 3-D Data 
NPSSS-79-013 Read Data Anal11sis ofTeachinK Award BallotinK Data 
NPSSS-79-014 Huber, Low, Taylor Some ThouRhts on Deve/011infl a Theo111 of Combat 
NPSSS-79-015 Yen A Decentralized Algorithm/or Finding the Shortest Paths in 
Defense Communications Networks 
NPSSS-79-016 Forrest A Submarine Spoor Detection Model 
NPSSS-79-017 Yen Distributed Shortest Path Alllorithms for Computer Networks 
NPSSS-79-018 Hartman Parametric Terrain and Line of Sight Modeling in the STAR 
Combat Model 
NPSSS-79-019 Howard FACPUB: A System for Computerizing Faculty Publication 
Records 
NPSSS-79-020 Gaver Statistical Methods of Probable use for Understanding Remote 
Sensinfl, Data 
NPSSS-79-021 Jacobs Preliminaru Anal11sis of Maximum Daily Oxidant Data 
NPSSS-79-022 Billard Stochastic Lanchester-h1ve Combat Models, I 
NPSSS-79-023 Parry, Kelleher Tactical parameters and Input Requirements for the Ground 
Comnanent of the STAR Combat Model 
NPSSS-79-024 Lewis, Lawrance Simulation of Some Autoregressive Markovian Sequences of 
Positive Random Variables 
NPSSS-79-025 Grinold A Steady State Longitudinal Manpower Planning Model with 
Several Classes bu Manrmwer 
NPSSS-79-026 Forrest The Localization Effectiveness of MAD 
NPSSS-79-027 Gaver, Lehoczky Channtls that Cooperatively Seroice a Data Stream and Voice 
Messages 
NPSSS-79-028 Lehoczky, Gaver Channels that cooperative Service a Data Stream and Voice 
MessaRes, II: Di;fusion A1111roximations 
NPSSS-79-029 Billard Calculation of Stale Probabilities for a Stochastic LancJ1ester 
Combat Model 
NPSSS-79-030 Brown, Geoffrion, Seasonal Production and Sales Planning with Limited Sl1ared 
Bradley Toolinfl at the Ke11 Operation 
NPS55-79-031PR Barr, Larson, Statistical Procedures for Certification of Spectrometric 
Jayachandran, Miller Laboratories in the Joint Oil Analvsis Prof(ram 
NPSSS-79-032 Jacobs A Model for the Defense of a Mine Field 
NPSSS-79-033 Brown, Graves Real-time Disr1atch of Petroleum Tank Trucks 
28 
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1978 
NPSSS-78-001 Lewis, Lawrance An Exponential Autoregressive-Moving Average Process 
EARMA(p,q): Definition and Correlational Prwerties 
NPSSS-78-002 Hartman A Survey of Some Models for Determining Munitions Stockpile 
Requirements for Air-to-Ground Weapons 
NPSSS-78-003 Washburn Results of Plavinv an Evasion Game 
NPSSS-78-004 Zehna Solutions in Hadlev-Whitin1t 0-r Models 
NPSSS-78-005 Lewis, Iglehart Regenerative Simulation with Internal Controls 
NPSSS-78-006 Milch The Establishment of a New Method of Estimating the Number of 
Advancements in the Nav11 Enlisted Force 
NPSSS-78-007 Arima, Neil Skill Deterioration and its Mana1tement 
NPSSS-78-008 Barr, Jayachandran, Some Statistical Procedures for the faint Oil Analyses Program 
Larson 
NPSSS-78-009 Shudde Tracking and Environmental Algorithms for the Hewlett-Packard HP-
67 and HP-97 Calculators 
NPSSS-78-010 Barr Possible Approaches to Determining Lateral and Range Effects of Bomb 
Stations, Based on Observed Impact Points 
NPSSS-78-011 Tysver A Package Size Problem with Application to Submarine-Missile 
S11stems 
NPSSS-78-012 Forrest An Evaluation of a SiRnal ProcessinR Technique 
NPSSS-78-013 Marshall An Analvsis of Bolter-Hole Spacin1t in Aircraft Carrier LandinJtS 
NPSSS-78-014 Lewis, Shedler Simulation of NonhomoReneous Poisson Processes b11 Thi1min1t 
NPSSS-78-015 Washburn Simulation of Kalman Filter used for Short Baseline Underwater 
Trackin1t 
NPSSS-78-016 Gaver, Lewis First Order Autorevessive Gamma Sequences and Point Processes 
NPSSS-78-017 Gaver, Acar Analytical Hazard Representations for use in Reliability, Mortality, aud 
Simulation Studies 
NPSSS-78-018 Forrest A Note on the Use of Positive and Negative Information to Update 
Tarvet Location Estimates 
NPSSS-78-019 Lewis, Shedler Simulation Metl1ods for Poisson Processes in No11stationar11 S11stems 
NPSSS-78-020 Lewis, Haskell Interval Svectra for Semi-Markou Generated Point Processes 
NPSSS-78-021 Forrest Magnetic Anomaly Detection Models with Programs for a Texas 
Instruments Tl-59 Calculator 
NPSSS-78-022 Lewis, Jacobs Discrete Time Series Generated by Mixtures III: Autoregressive 
Processes (DAR(r,)) 
NPSSS-78-023 Washburn Introduction to Blotto Games 
NPSSS-78-024 Taylor On Liouville's Norman Form for Lan chester-type Equations of Modern 
Warfare with Variable Coefflcients 
NPSSS-78-025 Gaver, Lehoczky Channel Blockin1t in a Satellite Communication Svstem Model 
NPSSS-78-026 Gaver, Lehoczkv Nonstationarv Infinite Server Models and their Relatives 
NPSSS-78-027 Shudde An AN/SSQ-50/S0A and SSQ-62 Environmental Range Prediction 
Model for tl1e Hewlett-Packard HP-67 /97 Programmable 
Calculator (U) (CONFIDENTIAL Document) 
NPSSS-78-028 Richards A User's Guide to the OA 3660 APL Worksvace 
NPSSS-78-029 Washburn Search for a MovinJ( TarJ(et: Uur,er Bound on Detection Probabilitv 
NPSSS-78-030 Howard A Tar!let Selection Model 
NPSSS-78-031 Forrest Sr,oor Identification and Submarine Localization 
NPSSS-78-032 Barr, Poock, Richards Erverimentation Methodolon 
NPSSS-78-033 Lewis Simple Models for Positive-Valued and Discrete-Valued Time Series 
with ARMA Correlation Structure 
NPSSS-78-034 Richards, Woodall An Interactive Software PackaRe for Time Series Analvsis 
NPSSS-78-035 Tvsver Smoothin1t 3-D Data for Torr,edo Paths 
29 
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1977 
NPSSS-77-001 Lewis Discrete Time Series Generated by Mixtures I: Correlational and Runs 
Properties 
NPSSS-77-002 Taylor Oi,timal Commitment of Forces in Some Lanchester-hme Combat Models 
NPSSS-77-003 Gaver A Diffusion Approximation for a Repairman Problem with Two Types of 
Reoair 
NPSSS-77-004 Gaver Madelin~ and Estimatin~ S11stem Availabilitu 
NPSSS-77-005 Gaver A Diffusion Approximation Model for a Communication System Allowing 
Messa~e Interference 
NPSSS-77-006 Brown Means and Variances of Stochastic Vector Products with Applications lo 
Random Linear Models 
NPSSS-77-007 Read Asumi,totic EfficienCtJ and Some Ouasi-Method of Moments Estimators 
NPSSS-77-008 Butterworth MINIFAST Users Guide 
NPSSS-77-009 Read Melhodolo= for EfficienCtJ and Alteration of the Likelihood S11stem 
NPSSS-77-010 Taylor, Brown Numerical Determination of the Parity Condition Parameter for 
Lanchester-tune Equations of Modern Warfare 
NPSSS-77-011 Taylor Fire Distribution in Lancl1ester Inertial Combat, I: "Square-Law" Attrition 
ofTarvet Twes 
NPSSS-77-012 Marshall A Classroom Demonstration of the Length-Bias Paradox in Renewal 
T11eo1t1; First Words on Printed Lines are Loni'er than Avera~e 
NPSSS-77-013 Barr Statistical Aspects of the AN/T'P0-27 PSVT Desivn 
NPSSS-77-014 Shudde A Distribution Model of Reentry Bodies from a MIRV System (U) 
(CONFIDENTIAL Document) 
NPSSS-77-015 Lewis, Shedler Simulation of Nonhomogeneous Poisson Processes with Degree-two 
Ernonential Polvnomial Rate Function 
NPSSS-77-016 Gaver, Lehoczkv A Diffusio11 Arivroximation Analvsis of a General n-Comvartment System 
NPSSS-77-017 Lewis, Tacobs Discrete Time Series Generated bv Mixtures II: As11m11totic Properties 
NPSSS-77-018 Taylor Comparison of a Deterministic and a Stochastic Formulation for the 
Or,timal Control of a Lanchester-~ Attrition Process 
NPSSS-77-019 Forrest Mavnetic Anomaly Detection Models 
NPSSS-77-020 Thomas A Generalized Maximum entror,11 Princivle for Decision Anal11sis 
NPSSS-77-021 Barr, Poock, Experimental Designs and Analyses for Initial ACCAT Test Bed 
Richards Emerime11tal Demonstratio11s 
NPSSS-77-022 Gaver, Jacobs Nonhomogeneously Paced Random Records and Associated Extremal 
Processes 
NPSSS-77-023 Marshall Efficient Computation and Long-range Optimization Applications using a 
Two-characteristic-Markar, lune 
NPSSS-77-024 Marshall Forecasting the Numbers and Types of Enlisted Personnel in the U.S. 
Marine CoTJJs: An Interactive Cohort Model 
NPSSS-77-025 Gaver and Approximate Models for Central Server Systems with Two Job Types 
Lehoczkv 
NPSSS-77-026 Read Study of tlie Prediction of Manpower Change Behavior using Regression 
Methods 
NPSSS-77-027 Taylor, Brown Further Canonical Metllods in the Solution of Variable Coefficie11t 
Lancl1ester-tvpe Equations of Modern Warfare 
NPSSS-77-028 Pilnick (Esary) An Example of Phase Mission Reliability Analysis for a Hypothetical Naval 
Weapons Svstems 
NPSSS-77-029 Taylor Error Bounds for the Liouville-Green Approximation to l11itial-Value 
Problems 
30 
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1977 (Continued) 
NPSSS-77-030 Learmonth Empirical Tests of Multipliers for the Prime-Modulus Random Number 
31 
Generator xi+1 = AX1 mod 2 -1 
NPSSS-77-031 Shudde Tactical Analysis on the Personal Programmable Calculator-Six 
Aleorithms 
NPSSS-77-032 Esary The Effect of Modeling Depth on Reliability Prediction for Systems Subject 
to a Phased Mission Profile 
NPSSS-77-033 Gaver, Lehoczky Models for Work Backlogs at Computers that Time-share Heterogeneous 
Users 
NPSSS-77-034 Forrest A Procedure for Estimating a Target's Position based on Bearings from 
Two or more Stations 
NPSSS-77-035 Marshall D~artment of 011erations Research Technical Revorts 1966-1976 
NPSSS-77-036 Shudde An Analysis of the Lloyd Mirror Phenomena under Constant Velocity 
Gradient Conditions 
NPSSS-77-037 Marshall An Interactive Model to Compute the Office Manpower Plan for the United 
States Marine Cor,1s 
NPSSS-77-038 Lewis, Shedler Analvsis and Mode/inf( of Point Processes in Computer Svstems 
NPSSS-77-039 Tavlor, Brown A Table of Lanchester-Clifford-Schafli Functions 
NPSSS-77-040 Jacobs A Cvclic Queueinf( Network with De11endent Exvonential Seruice Times 
NPSSS-77-041 Shudde On-Station Update of Oceanographic I nformatian with Programs for lite 
HP-67 Calc11lalor 
NPSSS-77-042 Brown, Tavlor A Short Table of Lanchester-Clifmrd-Scl1a(li Functions 
NPSSS-77-043 Shudde Estimation of a Contacts' Course, Speed and Position based on Bearings-
only Information from Two Moving Sensors with a Program for an HP-
67/97 Calculator 
NPSSS-77-044 Taylor, Brown The Liouville-Green Approximation to the Solution of Variable-coefficient 
Lanchester-tvr,e E11uations of Modern Warfare 
NPSSS-77-045 Hartman, Howard NTDS Comouter Facilities Schedulinv Svstem-Final R~ort 
31 
OPERATIONS RESEARCH TECHNICAL REPORTS 
1976 
NPS55BN76031 Barr and Burnett A Radar Bomb Scorini, Method 
NPS55BZBW76091 Bradley, Brown and Design and Implementation of Large Scale Primal Transshipment 
Graves Al~orithms 
NPS55BW76061 Brown and Shubert On Random Binarv Trees 
NPS55FO76021 Forrest A Magnetic Anomaly Signal Model with Programs for a Texas 
Instruments SR-52 Calculator 
NPS55Gl76031 Giaque A Multuzttribute Annroach to Measure Qualitv of Health Care 
NPS55HK55HH7611 Howard and NTDS Computer Facilities Scheduling 
1 Hartman 
NPS55JS76031 Jones and Johnson Life Cycle Costing of an Emerging Technology: The Fiber Optics 
and Knoblock and Care 
McGrath and 
Mielina 
NPS55MTRH76051 Marshall and Analysis of Deficits in Discrete Time Resource Allocation 
Richards Problems with Correlated Sunnlies and Demands 
NPS55MH76061 Milch A Model for the Prediction of Advancements in the Navy Enlisted 
Force 
NPS55MH76121 Milch Estimation of Parametric Length of Service Distributions of 
Advances o(the Na~ Enlisted Fora! 
NPS55PK76061 Poock Trends in Maior Aircraft Accident Rates 
NPS55RE6021B Read Forecastin~ Mannnwer Changes usin~ Re~ession Methods 
NPS55SU76031 Shudde Nonsymmetric Ballistic Range, Height, Time-of-flight and 
Optimal Flight Path Angle Computations with Programs for a 
Hewlett-Packard 65 Calculator 
NPS55TW76091 Taylor Differential-game Examination of Optimal Time-sequential Fire-
suvvort Strate~ies 
NPS55TW76021 Tavlor Optimal Fire-su1111ort Stratelties 
NPS55TW76092 Taylor and Brown A11 Exami,1atio11 of the Effects of the Crilerio11 Functional 011 
Optimal Fire-Su1111ort Policies 
NPS55TW76081 Taylor and Force-Annihilatio11 Conditions for Variable-coefficient Lanchester• 
Comstock ttme E11uatio11s of Modem Warfare, l: Mathematical Theorv 
NPS55TO761201 Thomas A Generalized Maximum Entroou Principle in Decision Analvsis 
NPS54WZ76091 Weitzman Suverioritv of Fit 
32 
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1975 
NPS55AS75061 Andrus A GPSS Model: Submarine Detection and Trail 
NPSSSTO75061 Antonelli Updating t~ Navy Environmental Protection Data Base to 
lncon,orate Oil Sr,ill Clean-ur, Performance 
NPS55BN75071 Barr and Burnett A Sequential Median Test with Armlications to CEP TestinJl 
NPSSSBN75011 Barr and Richards Utilit11 Induced Subiective Probabilit11 
NPSSSEY75121 Bell Multi-r,hase-mission Reliabilitv of Maintained Standbv S11stems 
NPS55ZR75081 Brown Numerical Performance of Matrix Inversion with Block PivotinK 
NPS55BD75061 Butterworth On Convestion in Outpatient Walk-in Clinics 
NPS55BD75062 Butterworth and Clustering Navy Ratings by Loss Behavior 
Milch 
NPS55DR75062 Derr Major Causes of OrJlanizational Conflict: DiaJtnosis for Action 
NPS55DR75061 Derr Managing Organizational Conflict: When to use Collaboration, 
Bar1taininll, and Power Approaches 
NPS55EG75061 Eoyang S11stems Anal11sis and the D11namics of Manvower 
NPS55EY75021 Esarv and Ziehms Reliabilitv Analvsis of Phased Mission 
NPS55FO75041 Forrest Some Notes on Search, Detection and Localization ModelinK 
NPS55GV75091 Gaver DOD Bud!let Data Anal11zed b11 Robust ReKression Techniques 
NPSSSGV75102 Gaver Random Record Models 
NPS55GV75101 Gaver and Multitype Multiprogramming: Probability Models and Numerical 
Humfeld Procedures 
NPS55GV75061 Gaver and Gaussian Approximations to Service Problems, a Communication 
Lehoczky Sustem Examr,le 
NPS55Gl75081 Giaciue Orllanizational Decision MakinJl 
NPS55HH75102 Hartman A Branch and Bound Method for Nonseparable Nonconvex 
Or,timization 
NPS55HH75121 Hartman Eusilon-Ootimalit11 for a Global Optimization Al5torill1m 
NPS55HH75071 Hartman Extension of the Grid Linearization Algorithm for Convex 
Ootimization to Nonconvex Nonlinear ProJlrams 
NPS55SS75021 Howard, Bradley, Structure and Error Detection in Computer Software 
Green, and 
Schneidewind 








NPS55HJ75041 Hynes A Revenue and Expense Apportionment Concept for the Analysis of 
l11ternal Returns on Investment, tire Simple Case 
NPS55JS75061 Jones A Rer,resentative Defense Contraclor: Model Specification I 
NPSS5KX75121 Kline, Giauque Conceptual Phase Re'luirements Determination Metlrodology and 
and Hvnes its A11nlication to the Advanced Naval Gun Svstem 
NPS55LW75101 Lewis and Jacobs A Mixed Autoregressive-Moving Average Exponential Se'lue11ce 
and Point Process (EARMA 1:1) 
NPS55LW75061 Lewis and A Moving Averag~ Exponential Point Process (EMA1) 
Lawrance 
33 
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1975 (Continued) 
NPSSSLW75031 Lewis, Liu, Empirical Sampling Study of a Goodness of Fit Statistic for Density 
Robinson and Function Estimation 
Rosenblatt 
NPSSSRO75041 Lewis and Generating Gamma and Cauchy Random Variables: An Extension 
Robinson to the Naval PostJlraduate School Random Number PackaJle 
NPS55MT75011 Marshall The Detl!Tmination of Navv Graduate School Quotas 
NPS55MT75081 Marshall and Manpower Planning Models-llI: Longitundinal Model.s 
Grinold 
NPSSSMT75111 Marshall and Manpowl!T Planning Models-IV: Synthesis of Cross-Sectional and 
Grinold LonJlitundinal Mothls 
NPS55MT75021 Marshall and Manpower Planning Models-II: Cross-Sectional Models 
Grinold 
NPSSSMT74101 Marshall and Manpowl!T Planning Models-V: Optimization Models 
Grinold 
NPS55PY75091 Parry Studies of Mobility, Agility, and Survivability in the Land Combat 
Environment 
NPS55PK75011 Poock Human Factors and Safetv Problems on Navv Oil Skimmers 
NPS555S75051 Schneidewind Analysis of Computer Performance in Multiprogrammed 
ProcessinJl 
NPS555S75021 Schneidewind, Structure and Error Detection in Computer Software 
Bradley, Green 
and Howard 
NPSSSSS72072 Schneidewind, System Test Methodology 
Bradley and 
Howard 
NPS55SE75061 Senger and Elstcr A Comparison of Predictions of Graduate Student Performance: ls 
it Worth tile Bother? 
NPSSSSY75071 Shubert ModelinJl a Random Search 
NPSSSZO75051 Sovereign and Escalation Provisions for Navy Contracts Issues and Choices 
Jones 
NPSSSTC75071 Terasawa and Ge11erati11g Quantitative Data Requirements for Pricing "Publicly 
Whioole Provided" Goods and Services 
NPS55TY75071 Tysver Submarine and Missile Requirements as a Function of the Number 
of Missilt!s per Submarinl! a11d Submarinl! Neutralization 
Probabilitv 
NPS55WS75121 Washburn PatrollinJl a Chan11el Revisited 
NPSSSWS75101 Washburn Simulation of KR/man Filter Used for Long Baseline U11derwater 
Trackinfl 
NPS55WP75081 Whipple and 
Maasen 
A History of Military Dept!nde11t Medical Care Programs 
NPS55WP75091 Whipple and Organizational Structure and Operation of CHAMPUS 
Maassen 
NPSSSWP75092 Whipple and The CHAMPUS Budgeting and Programming Process 
Maassen 
NPSSSWPTC75111 Whipple and On the Comparative Costing of Military vs. Civilian Modt!S of 
Terasawa Health Care Deliverv 
NPSS5WP75071 Whipple and Van An Integrated Production Functio11 for a Military HMO 
Winkle 
NPSSSZE75051 Zehna and Tavlor Comvari11f[ lnventorv Demand Forecasts 
NPSSSEY75091 Ziehms Annroximations to the Reliabilih1 of Phased Missions 
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1974 
NPSSSAA74111 Arima Improvement of Small Arms Pointing Fire Using Bracketing 
Si5lhts-A Field Erneriment Pro5tTam 
NPSSSBN74061 Barr Two Sequential CEP Tests 
NPS55BN74011 Barr and Jordan A Power Distribution Model for Weaoon AccuraC11 
NPSSSXB74051 Block and Lind Wealth Equivalents, Risk Aversion, and the Marginal Benefit from 
Increased Safet11 
NPS55ZG55TO74011 Brill and Thomas Managing a Community Hospital Blood Bank with a Freezer 
S11stem 
NPS55ZA74031 Burnett Analysis of Ballistic Calibration Data and 
Government/Contractor CEP Test Data with Respect to the 
AN/fPQ-27 contract Incentive Fee Determination 
NPS55BD74051 Butterworth and A Survey of Renewal Theory with Emphasis on Approximations, 
Marshall Bounds and Aoolications 
NPS64CM74071 Camobell Stochastic Orderin5l in Residual Mi::rin5l Distributions 
NPS55FO74122 Forrest Some Comments on the Effectiveness of an Optical Ranging and 
Detection S11stem for Submarine Search 
NPS55FO74121 Forrest Submarine Search Models 
NPS55GV55LW74021 Gaver and Lewis Statistical Approaches to Mana5lin5l Manpower Data Bases 
NPS55GV55LW74071 Gaver, Lewis and Analysis of Eruption Data in Staging Hierarchy 
Shedler 
NPS55Gl74101 Giaque and Application of Multidimensional Utility Theory in Determining 
Peebles Optimal Test-Treatment Strategies for Streptococcal Sore Throat 
and Rheumatic Fever 
NPS55HH74051 Hartman Heuristics for Global Optimiution of Constrained Nonlinear 
Pro5trams 
NPS55JO74121 Hendrickson and An Evaluation of the Effectiveness of a Research Orga nization's 
Fisher Mechanism for Transferring Technical Itiformation to Applied 
End Use 
NPS55HK74122 Howard Allocating Resources to Max Flow in a Mixed Series Parallel 
Network 
NPS55HJ74101 Hvnes Container Stuffi11R Simulation Model (SIMCON) 
NPS55JO74061 Jolly and Tech11ology Transfer and Utilization Methodology Further 
Creil!hton Anal11sis of the Linker Concei,t 
NPS55LW74071 Lewis and Properties of the Bivariate Delayed Poisson Process 
Lawrance 
NPS55MT74122 Marshall and Manpower Planning Models-I: Basic Concepts 
Grinold 
NPS55MT74071 Marshall and Two Characteristic Markov-type Manpower Flow Models 
Havne 
NPSSSRH74071A Richards Computer Software Testing, Reliability , Models and Quality 
Assurance 
NPS55RH74021 Richards and On Choosing a Family of Probability Distributions for Lead Time 
Thomas Demand 
NPS55SS74071 Schneidewind Analvsis of Error Processes in Comouter Software 
NPS55SE74091 Senger and Elster Predicting the Academic Performance of Graduate Students, a 
Review 
NPSSSSY74021 Shubert On tlle Ome5ta-t1alue of a Matr ix 
NPS55SY74101 Shubert Some Remarks on the Finite-Memon/ K-llvr,otheses Problems 
NPS55SU74101 Shudde LPI-an Interactive Linear Pro5[rammin5l Packa5le 
35 
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1974 (Continued) 
NPS551W74051 Taylor Application of Differential Games to Problems of Military Conflict: 
Tactical Allocation Problems-Part 3 
NPS551W74112 Taylor Application of Differential Games to Problems of Military Conflict: 
Tactical Allocation Problems-Part 3 
NPS551W74031 Taylor Survey on the Optimal Control of Lanchester-type Attritions 
Processes 
NPS551W74111 Taylor and Brown A Mathematical Theory for Variable-coefficient Lanchester-type 
Equations of "Modern Warfare" 
NPS55TC74091 Terasawa Adaritive PricinJZ PoliC11 
NPS55TC74091 Terasawa and Optimal Rq,lacement an Extension to Consumer Durables 
Whipple 
NPS55TY74031 Tysver Allocation of Imperfect Weapons for Attack and Defe11se of Point 
Tarllets 
NPS55WS74081 Washburn An ASW Avulication of Ovtimal StouuinJ( 
NPSSSWS74061 Washburn and Equilibrium Equations and a Computation Melhod for Matrix 
Shubert Differential Games (MDC) 
NPS55WP74011A Whipple and An Algorithm for Determining the Population Eligible to use 
Norton Militarv Health Care Facilities 
36 
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1973 
NPS55BN55TO72131A Barr and Thomas Statistical Aspects of Lumuabilitv Hwotheses for Markov Chains 
NPS55BN55TO73121A Barr and Thomas Statistical Aspects of Lumuabilitv H1111otheses for Markov Chains 
NPS55BN73041A Barr An Anal11sis of Adiustment Procedures for Grenade Launchers 
NPS55BU73111A Burns A Computer Simulation Case for the Auditin!l Classroom 




NPS55EY73071A Esary and Families of Components, and Systems, Exposed to a Compound 
Marshall Poisson DamaJle Process 
NPS55EY73091A Esarv and Havne Prouerties of an Auuroximate Hazard Transform 
NPS55GH73021A Githens and Elster Development of a Man-to-Man Rating Scale for Evaluating 
Performance 
NPS55GV73021A Gaver Analvtical Models for Sunn[eme11tin1t Ship ManninJt Simulations 
NPS55GV73051A Gaver, Lehoczky Transitory Service Systems 
and Perlas 
NPS55GV73081A Gaver Delavs at a Facilit11 with Dema11d from Man11 Distinct Sources 
NPS55HH73041A Hartman A New Method for Global Ovtimizatio11 
NPS55HH73101A Hartman Conditions under which a Penalty Function Algorithm is Well 
Defined 
NPS55HH73111A Hartman Global Solutions to Absolute Value "Linear" Pro1trams 
NPS55HH73121A Hartman and Auditing Cost-effectiveness Analysis of Teclmological Changes 
Womer 
NPS55HK73011 A Howard and Balut Comparison a/Three Rules of Thumb to the Optimal Solution in 
Investi1tatin1t Theorv-with Samvle Problems 
NPS55HK73081A Howard An Allocation Model for Attacking Defended Target Complexes 
with Imperfect Attackers 
NPS55LW73062A Lewis, Haskell, The Spectrum of Intervals for Superposed Erlang Renewal 
Hayne, Rantschler, Processes 
Schrader and 
Swan 
NPS55LW73111 A Lewis and Statistical Ttsts of Some Widtly Used and Recently Proposed 
Learmonth Uniform Random Number Generators 
NPS55LW73121 Lewis and Testing for a Monotone Trend in a Modulated Renewal Process 
Robinson 
NPS55MG73061 Read, Elster, Statistical Analysis of Ptrsonnel Data using Factor Scoring, 
Musgrave, Cluster Analysis, and Multidimensional Scaling 
Creighton and 
Githens 
NPS55MT73021 A Marshall Manpower and Personnel Data Bases in the Navy and Marine 
Corps 
NPS55MT73121 Marshall A Manpower and Personnel Rtsearch Data Base Feasibilily 
Stud11 
NPS55RE73061A Read, Creighton, Design of an Operational Personnel Development and 
Elster, Githens, Evaluation System 
Hampton and 
Mus1?rave 
NPS55RH73021A Richards A Stud11 of Independence between Suppllf Echelons 
NPS55RH73061A Richards and A11alytical Models/or SERVMART 111ventory Control 
Atkinson 
37 
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Hl73 (Continued) 
NPSSSSY73111A Shubert Et1aluation of Cntain Probabilities Associated with a Class of 
Markov Chains 
NPSSSSYWS73101 A Shubert and The Omega Value of a Two-by-two Matrix-differential Game 
Washburn 
NPSSSWP73071A Whipple, Brill and On the Existence of RelatitJe Moral Hazard 
Walsh 
NPSSSWS73091A Washburn A Bi-modal Int1entoru Studv with Random Lead Times 
NPSSSWZ73091A Weitzman Pattern Analysis: Method and Armlications 
NPSSSZG72122A Brill and Thomas Management of a Community Hospital Blood Bank-A 
Descri11titJe Model 
NPSSSZG73031A Brill and A Prison/Parole System Simulation Model 
Anderson 
NPSSSZO73091A Miller and Parametric Cost Estimat ing with Applications to Sonar 
Soverehm TechnoloR11 
NPSSSSAA73071B Arima Military Significance and Investment Risk of Nat1y R&D 
Programs in Personnel and Training,[: Methodology and 
Priman/ Findinszs 
NPS5573061A Lewis and Nat1al Postgraduate School Random Number Generator Package 
Learmonth LLRANDOM 
38 
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1972 
NPS55AS72051A Andrus A Preliminary Study of Vulnerability of U.S. Naval Forces in the 
Gulf of Tonkin usinR a Manual War Game 
NPSSSAS72041A Andrus and Gaver The Spare Parts Allocation Problem with Imuerfect Information 
NPS55AA72051A Arima and Mister Evaluation and Innovation in the Navy's Personnel Research 
Laboratories II 
NPS55ZG72071A Brill A Model for Allocation of Sewage Treatment Systems to the Naval 
Fleet 
NPSSSZA72101A Burnett The Characterization of Acoustic Variabilitv in the Ocean 
NPSSSCF72061A Creighton, Jully Enhancement of Research and Development Output Utilization 
and Denning Efficiencies, Linker Concept Methodology in the Technology/Transfer 
Process 
NPS55EA72051A Elster ControllinR the Influences ofComr,onent Variables 
NPS55FM72101A Fremgen A Survey of Capital Budgeting Practices in Business Firms and 
Militarv Activities 
NPSSSGV72091A Gaver Doctors on Shivs? 
NPS55GV72111A Gaver Metl1ods for Assessing Variability, with Emphasis on Simulation 
Data Interpretation 
NPS55GV72091A Gaver and Shedler Approximate Models/or Processor Utilization i1I Multiprogrammed 
Comvuter Svstems 
NPS55GV72051 A Gaver and Shedler Processor Utilization in Multiprogramming Systems via Diffusion 
Auurorimatio11s 
NPSSSHH72051A Hartman Some Erveriments in Global Outimizations 
NPS55HD72101A Heidorn Natural lanRUaRe Invuts to a Simulation ProvamminR Svstem 
NPS55HK72041A Howard Minimizing the Number of Penetrations in a Boundary Defense 
Problem 
NPSSSHK72021A Howard and Balut N /ob: One Machine Scheduling to Minimize the Number of Late 
fobs when Set-up Times are Seauence Deuendent 
NPS55HJ72111A Hvnes Precursorv Defe11se Contoinerization Proiects Directorv 
NPSSSLW721 l 1A Lewis LarRe-scale Computer-aided Statistical Mathematics 
NPSSSLW71121A Lewis Recent Results in the Statistical Analysis of Univariate Point 
Processes 
NPS55MG72091A McMasters Optimal Capacit11 Expansion in a Flow Network 
NPS55MH72041A Milch A Shutdown Queue with Two Servers and General Service Times 
NPS55PK72091A Poock The Effects of Sound Pattern, Intensity Level and Frequency on 
Visual Percevtion 
NPSSSPK72071A Poock Underwater Display Visibility as Influenced by Turbidity, Display 
BackRround Color, and the Color and lntensit11 of Illumination 
NPSSS PK72051A Poock Underwater Display Visibility as Influenced by Turbidity, Viewing 
Distance, and Color of lllumination 
NPSSSREZW72031 A Read and Zweig On the Quantification of Teacher Performance using Student 
Or,inion 
NPS55RH72121A Richards A Stochastic Model of a Revairable Item lnventorv S11stem 
NPS55RH72111A Richards Validation Tests for Shivs Sunnlv Sunnort Stud11 
NPS55SS721 l 1A Schneidewind A Methodology for Software Reliability Prediction a11d Quality 
Control 
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1972 
NPS55SS72071A Schneidewind, A Surt1ey and Analysis of High Density Mass Storage Devices and 
Syms, Grainger Systems 
and Caraden 
NPS55SS72031A Schneidewind, A Suroey and Analysis of Higlt Density Magnetic Storage Detiices 
Syms, Grainger 
and Carden 
NPS551W72111A Taylor Application of Differential Games lo Problems of Military Conflict: 
Tactical Allocation Problems-Part 2 
NPS55TO72071A Thomas and A Mathematical Formulation for Selecting Holding-tank-processor 
Rantsch]er Reauirements for Shivbo11rd Sewafte Treatment 
NPS55WS72051A Washburn Armroximations for a Pattern Bombinv Problem 
NPS55ZE72061A Zehna Some Alternatives to Exponential Smoothing in Demand 
ForecastinK 
1971 
NPS55AA71081 B Arima Recommendations for Reuision of the New Developments Human 
Factors Proftram Guide (NA VPERS 18659A) 
NPS55ZG71041A Brill A Car-Following Model Relating Reaction Time and Temporal 
Headwa11s to Accident Freauencv 
NPS55ZG71061A Brill Some Finite Horizon Disvatchinv Problems 
NPSSSZA71081A Burnett T11e Characterization of Variabilitv in Transmission Loss in the Ocean 
NPS55BD71062A Butterworth A Set of Theoretic Treatment of Cohertmt S11stems 
NPS558D71061A Butterworth Bounds on the Availabilit11 Function 
NPS55GV71091A Gaver S11stems Services Output, with Armlication to MultivroJZTamminv 
NPS55HH71121A Hartman Iterative Determination of Parameters for an Exact Penalt11 Function 
NPS5SHD71121A Heidorn Natural Language Inputs to a Simulation Programming System-An 
Irrtroduction 
NPS55HK71011 A Howard Minimizin1t E:rvected Shortaftes in a Multi-item Inventor,, System 
NPSSSLW71122A Lewis, Goodman Simultaneous Estimation of Large Numbers of Extreme Quantiles i1I 
and Robbins Simulatio11 Experiments 
NPS55MT71011 A Marshall A Comparison of Two Personnel Prediction Models 
NPSSSMT72071A Marshall and A Survey of Selected Officer Retention and Grade-Structure Studies 
Criste 
NPS55MC71121A Mc Masters Dualit11 and the Maximal Flow Cavacitv of a General Network 
NPSS5SO71031A Schrady and A Comparative Analysis of Proficiency Aviator Skill, Knowledge, and 
Hanlev Satisfaction 
NPS55SY7108 lA Shubert Games of Prediction of Periodic Sequences 
NPS55TY71041 A Tvsver Sensitivitv Testinft {or Safetv and Reliabilitv 
NPS55WS71091A Washburn An Introduction lo Evasion Games 
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1970 
NPS55ZEBN0091A Barr and Zehna Tables of Common Probabilit11 Distributions 
NPS55BF70121B Burton Desi~ for Svstem Reliabilit11 and Maintainabilitv 
NPS55EY70091A Esary and Multivariate Distributions with E:rponential Minimums 
Marshall 
NPS55FSSO0091 A Free and Schradv lnventorv PoliCll Evaluation Simulation 
NPS55MG70101A McMasters Appraising Feasibility and Maximal Flow Capacity of 
Network 
NPSS5MC0031A McMasters 011tirnal Control in Deterministic lnventorv Models 
NPS55RE70111B Read Fire Sunnort Records Proiect 
NPS55SOFS0071A Schradv and Free Analvsis of lnventorv Record Accuracv 
N PS55TW70062A Taylor Application of Differential Games to Problems of Military Conflict: 
Tactical Allocation Problems-Part 1 
NPS55TW70061A Taylor Application of Differential Garnes to Problems of Naval Warfare: 
Surveillance-Evasion-Part 1 
NPS5SZEBN0091A Zehna and Barr Tables of Common Probabilit11 Distributions 
1969 
NPS55SO9041A. Schrady and The Influence of Stock Record Errors on Inventory System 
Daeschner Operations 
NPS55BNLA9091A Barr and Larson Objective Identification Procedures for the Naval Oil Analysis 
ProJ[ram 
NPSSSJS9061A Jones A Model of Administrative Choice in the Systems Analysis 
E11vironme11t 
NPS551S9071A Tones A Model of a Svstem Anal11sis Studv 
NPSSSJS9072A Tones On ModelinJ[ a Plannin!l, Pro!lramminJ[ and Bud!,letinJl Svstem 
NPS55PK9051B Poock Student Officer's Research in Human Factors En~neerinfil, Vol. III 
NPS55SO9031A Schradv Continuous Review Inventorv Policies in Navy A1111lication 
NPS55ZE9041A Zehna ForecastinJl Errors usinv MAD 
1968 
NPSSSBN831A Barr A Class of General Reliabilitv Growth Prediction Models 
N PSSSGD8051A Greenbere: On Solvin!,l lnte!,ler PrMrams 
NPS55PK8041B Poock Student Officer's Research in Human Factors En!lilleerin!l, Vol. I 
NPS55PK8111B Poock Student Officer's Research in Human Factors En£ineerin!l, Vol. II 
N PS55WOBG8061 A Woods and A Method for Computing Lower Confidence Limits on System 
Borsting Reliability using Component Failure Data with Unequal Sample 
Sizes 
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1967 
NPSTR78 Larson Bavesian Methods and Reliszbilihl Growth 
NPS-TR75 Milch Confidence Intervals for the Reliabilitl/ Correction Factor 
NPS555O7081A Schradv Mathematical Models of the Revairable Item Inventorv S11stem 
1966 
NPS-TR64 Andrus and A Mine Sweeptr Simulation 
Hoane: 
NPS-TR61 Larson Conditional Distribution of True Reliabilihl after Corrective Action 
NPS-TR60 Zehna Estimatinv Mean Reliszbilitu Growth 
NPS-TR60 Zehna Some Remarks on Ernonential Smoothinll 
NPS-TR71 Zehna, Hatchett, 
McNall and 
A Repairable ltem Inventory Model 
Schradv 
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43 
OPERATIONS RESEARCH TECHNICAL REPORTS 
APPENDIX B. AUTHOR INDEX 
Aikens, Rosenthal A Fi:ud-Charge Multicommodity Network Flow Algorithm NPSSS-85-017 
and a Warehouse Location Avvlication 
Alden Estimates of the Officer Force Structure Required to Man the NPSSS-80-015 
Projected Naval Combatant Forces of the 1980s and 1990s 
Andrus A GPSS Model: Submarine Detection and Trail NPSSSAS75061 
Andrus A Preliminary Study of Vulnerability of U.S. Naval Forces in N PSSSAS72051 A 
the Gulf of Tonkin usinl a Manual War Game 
Andrus Function Plotting Software for the IBM-PC and IBM• NPSSS-85-029 
7371/7372 Plotters 
Andrus Prototype Programs for an Interactive Gaming Graphics 
Plottin~ Car,abilitv 
NPSSS-81-009 
Andrus Stand and Look Detection Alrorithm NPSSS-85-011 
Andrus and Caver The Spare Parts Allocation Problem with Imperfect NPS55AS72041A 
Information 
Andrus and Hoanl? A Mine Sweer,er Simulation NPS-TR64 
Andrus, Shudde Computed Aided Stationing Tool (Cost) Preliminary Technical NPSSS-85-027 
Evaluation 
Antonelli Updating the Navy Environmental Protection Data Base to NPS55TO75061 
Incorvorate Oil Spill Clean-up Performance 
Arirna Improvement of Small Arms Pointing Fire Using Bracketing NPS55AA74111 
Si~hts---A Field Erueriment Pro~ram 
Arima Military Significance and !llvestment Risk of Navy R&D NPS555AA73071B 
Programs in Personnel and Training,I: Methodology and 
Primarv Findin~s 
Arirna Recommendations for Revision of the New Developments 
Human Factors ProKram Guide (NA VPERS 18659A) 
NPSSSAA71081B 
Arima and Mister Evaluation and Innovation in tl1e Navy's Personnel Research NPSSSAA72051A 
Laboratories II 
Arima, Neil Skill Deterioration and its ManaKement NPSSS-78-007 
Bailey Constant Access Systems: A General Framework for Greedy NPSSS-89-02 
Optimization 011 Stochastic Networks 
Bailev Maximization on Matroids with Random WeiKhts NPSOR-91-06 
Bailey Measuring Performance of Integrated Air Defense Networks NPSSS-90-01 
Usin~ Stochastic Networks 
Bailev Minimization on Stochastic Matroids NPSSS-90-14 




Reliability Study on Major Caliber Ammunition NPSOR-91-04 
Bailey, Kemple, Object-Oriented Modeling of the Communications Networks NPSOR-91-10 
Sovereign, West, Chase, oftheMAGTF 
Reece 
Bailey, Whitaker, On Cost Rate Heuristics for Equipment Replacement Poli des NPSOR-91-17 
Glazebrook 
Barr A Class of General Reliabilitv Growth Prediction Models NPSSSBN831A 
Barr An Analysis of Adjustment Procedures for Grenade NPSSSBN73041A 
Lau11chers 
Barr Estimation of Expected Casualties usi11g Aliveness NPSSS-87-009 
Adiustmmts 
Barr Estimation of Sensor Detection Probabilities with Data from NPSSS-81-014 
Concurrent Sensors 
Barr Possible Approac/1es to Determining Lateral and Range Effects NPSSS-78-010 
of Bomb Stations, Based on Obseroed Impact Points 
Barr Report on: "An Experiment on Formal use of Handheld N PSSS-80-004 
Programmable Calculators in Statistics Courses" 
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Barr Statistical Asr,ects of the AN/fPQ-27 PSVT DesiRn NPSSS-77-013 
Barr Tl-59 ProJtrams for Multiple ReKTession NPSSS-80-018 
Barr Two Seauential CEP Tests NPSSSBN74061 
Barr and Burnett A Radar Bomb Scorinft Method NPSSSBN76031 
Barr and Burnett A Sequential Median Test with Auulications to CEP TestinR NPSSSBN75071 
Barr and Jordan A Power Distribution Model for Weapon Accuracy NPS55BN74011 
Barr and Larson Objective Identification Procedures for the Naval Oil Analysis 
ProJtram 
NPS55BNLA9091A 
Barr and Richards Utilitv Induced Subjective Probabilitv NPSSSBN75011 
Barr and Thomas Statistical Aspects of Lumpability Hypotheses for Markov NPSSSBN55TO72131A 
Chains 
Barr and Thomas Statistical Aspects of Lumpability Hypotheses for Markov NPS55BNSSTO73121A 
Chains 
Barr and Zehna Tables of Common Probability Distributions NPSSSZEBN0091A 
Barr, Howard TEAM Evaluation NPS55-81-024PR 




Some Statistical Procedures/or the Joint Oil A11alyses 
Prof[ram 
NPSSS-78-008 
Barr, Larson, Statistical Procedures for Certification of Spectrometric NPS55-79-031PR 
Javachandran, Miller Laboratories in the Joint Oil Analysis ProJ(ram 
Barr, Poock, Richards Erperimental Designs and Analyses for Initial ACCAT Test NPSSS-77-021 
Bed E:merimental Demonstrations 
Barr, Poock, Richards Experimentation Manual Part II: Technology Systems in NPSSS-79-003 
Command and Control 
Barr, Poock, Richards Experimentation Methodolon NPSSS-78-032 
Barr, Richards MK 82 Bomb Ejection Sensitivity Test Report NPSSS-79-002 
Bell Multi-phase-mission Reliability of Maintained Standby NPSSSEY75121 
S11stems 
Billard Calculation of State Probabilities for a Stochastic Lanchester NPSSS-79-029 
Combat Model 
Billard Stochastic Lanclzester-twe Combat Models, I NPSSS-79-022 
Birge, Wallace A Separable Piecewise Linear Upper Bound for Stochastic 
Linear ProJtrams 
NPSSS-87-001 
Block and Lind Wealth Equivalents, Risk Aversion, and the Marginal Benefit NPS55XB74051 
I from Increased Safetv 
Bodin, Duguid, 
Mitchell, Ball 
The Vehicle Scheduling Problem with Interlining NPSSS-83-009 
Bodin, Sexton Tlze Multi-Vehicle Subscriber Dial-a-Ride Problem NPSSS-83-002 
Bradley, Brown and Design and Implementatio11 of Large Scale Primal NPSSSBZBW76091 
Graves Tra11ssl1ipme11t Alf[orithms 
Bradley, Brown, 
Graves 
Structural Redunda11cy & Large-scale Optimization Models NPSSS-80-029 
Breaker Interannual Variability in Sea-Surface Temperature at One 
Location alonR the Central California Coast 
NPSSS-84-012 
Breaker, Lewis On the Detection of a 40 to 50 Day "Oscillation in Sea Surface NPSSS-85-025 
Temverature alomt tl1e Ce11tral California Coast 
Breaker, Lewis, Orav Analysis of a 12-yeRr Record of Sea-Surface Temperatures off NPSSS-83-018 
Pt. Sur, California 
Breaux, Eagle and Effects of Hydrophone Reliability on Fixed Distributed Systems NPSSS-86-016 
Dunlap (U) 
Brill A Car-Following Model Relatillg Reaction Time and Temporal NPS55ZG71041A 
Headwa11s to Accident Frequenc11 
Brill A Model for Allocatio11 of Sewage Treatment Systems to the NPS55ZG72071A 
Naval Fleet 
Brill Some Finite Horizon Dispatching Problems NPSSSZG71061A 
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Brill and Anderson A Prison/PRrole S11stem SimulRtion Model NPS55ZG73031A 
Brill and Thomas MRnagement of R Community HospitRI Blood BRnk-A NPS55ZG72122A 
Descrir,tive Model 
Brill and Thomas ManRging a Community Hospital Blood Bank with a Freezer NPS55ZG55TO74011 
Svstem 
Brown Means and Variances of Stochastic Vector Products with NPSSS-77-006 
Ar1r1lications to Random Linear Models 
Brown NumericRl PerformRnce of MRtrix Inversion with Block 
PivotinK 
NPS55ZR75081 
Brown and Shubert On Random BinaTV Trees NPS55BW76061 
Brown, Geoffrion, Seasonal Production and Sales Planning with Limited Shared NPS55-79-030 
Bradley ToolinR at the Kev Operation 
Brown, Graves Real-time Disr,atch of Petroleum Tank Trucks NPSSS-79-033 
Brown, Graves, Design and Operation of a Multi-commodity NPSSS-83-010 
Honczarenko Production/Distribution System using Primary Goal 
Decomvosition 
Brown, McBride SoluinS! Generalized Networks NPSSS-82-012 
Brown, McBride, Extracting Embedded Generalized Networks from Linear NP555-84-020 
Wood ProRramminR Programs 
Brown, Tavlor A Short Table of l.Anchester-Clifford-Schafli Functions NPSSS-77-042 
Brown, Thomen Automatic Factorization of Generalized Upper Bounds in NPS55-80-003 
l.ArS{e-scale Optimization Models 
Brown, Washburn KhachiRn's Alvorithm: A TutoriRI NPSSS-80-008 
Brown, Wright Automatic Identification of lmbedded Network Rose in Large• N PSSS-80-030 
scRle Optimization Model 
Burnett Analysis of Ballistic CalibrRtion Data and NPS55ZA74031 
Gouernment/Contractor CEP Test Data with Respect to the 
AN/TPQ-27 contract Incentiue Fee Determination 
Burnett The CharacterizRtion of Acoustic Variability in the OceRn NPS55ZA72101A 
Burnett The Characterization of VRriability in Transmission Loss i11 NPS55ZA71081A 
the Ocean 
Burns A Computer Simulation Case for the AuditinK Classroom NPS55BU73111A 
Burton Desi1tn (or Svstem Reliability and MRintainabilitv NPSSSBF70121B 
Butterworth A Set of Theoretic Treatment of Coherent S11stems NPS55BD71062A 
Butterworth Bounds on the AvRi/abilit11 Function NPS55BD71061A 
Butterworth MlNlFAST Users Guide NPSSS-77-008 
Butterworth On ConS!estion in Outpatient Walk-in Clinics NPS55BD75061 
Butterworth and A Survey of Renewal Theory with Emphasis on NPS55BD74051 
Marshall Avvrozimations, Bounds Rnd Avvlications 
Butterworth and Milch ClusterinK Naw RatinJZs bu Loss BehRt1ior NPS55BO75062 
Campbell Stochastic OrderinJZ in Residual MixinK Distributions NPS64CM74071 
Chotikul (Taylor) The Soviet Theory of Reflexive Control in Historical and NPSSS-86·013 
Psvchocultural Perspective: A Preliminarv Studv 
Cora Estimating Survival Probability or Reliability: SimulRtion NPSSS-82-024 
Assessments of the Delta Method, /ackknife, and Bootstrap 
Creighton, Jully and Enhancement of Research and Development Output NPS55CF72061A 
Denning Utilization Efficiencies, Linker Concept Methodology in the 
Technolon/TrRns(er Process 
Dearing, Hammer, Boolean and GrRph Theoretic FormulRtions of the Simple NPSSS-87-007 
Simeone Plant Location Problem 
Derr MRjor Causes of OrgRnizationRl Conflict: Diagnosis for NPS55DR75062 
Action 
Derr MRnaging OrgRnizational Conflict: Whe11 to use 
CollRboration, 8Rrgaining, a11d Power Approaches 
NPS55DR75061 
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Eagle A Lanchester Model of Submarine Attack on a Carrier 
Battleffour, 
NPSSS-87-0llPR 
Eagle A Partial Evaluation of the Integrated Decision Aid (ITDA) NPSSS-86-026 
S11stem 
Eae:le Classifl/inf( Tarf(ets on the Unit Risk NPSSS-90-04 
Eagle Estimating the Probability of a Diffusing Target Encountering NPSSS-85-013 
a Stationan, Sensor 
Eade Subsub--A Submarine EnKaxement Model NPSSS-86-00SPR 
Eagle The Approximate Solution of a Simple Constrained Target NPSSS-84-009 
Motion Search Problem usin1t Moving Horizon Policies 
Eagle The Modeling of Spiral-Search Torpedoes and Depth Bombs in NPSSS-83-021 
the Naval Warf(aminf( S11stem 
Eagle The Optimal Se11rch for a Moving Target when the Se11rch NPSSS-83-014 
Path is Constrained 
Eagle The Optimal Search for a Moving Target when the Se11rch 
path is Constrained 
NPSSS-82-020 
Eagle, Washburn Cumulative Search-Evasion Games (CSE.Gs) NPSSS-89-04 
Eagle, Yee An Optimal Branch-and-Bound Procedure for the NPSSS-87-015 
Constrained Path, Movinf( Tarxet Search Problem 
Eagle, Yee Approximate Solution Technique for the Constrained Search 
path MovinK Tarf(et Search Problem 
NPSSS-85-015 
Eldor Kinematics/Detection Model for a Naval Seminar Game NPSSS-86-020 
Elster Controllin1t the Influences of Comuonent Variables NPS55EA72051A 
Eovane: S11stems Anal11sis and tl1e D11namics of Manpower NPS55EG75061 
Esary Studies on Damaf(e A1nref(ation for Weapons Salvos NPSSS-90-16 
Esary The Effect of Modeling Depth 011 Reliability Prediction for NPSSS-77-032 
S11stems Subiect to a Phased Mission Profile 
Esarv and Havne Properties of an Approximate Hazard Transform NPSSSEY73091A 
Esary and Marshall Families of Components, and Systems, Exposed to a NPS55EY73071A 
Compound Poisson Dama1te Process 
Esarv and Marshall Multivariate Distributions with E:xuonential Minimums NPS55EY70091A 
Esarv and Ziehms Reliabilitv Anal11sis of Phased Mission NPS55EY75021 
Forrest A Dipole Distribution Detection Model (U) (SECRET NPSSS-80-005 
Document) 
Forrest A Discussion of some Work Done under the NPS-Naval 
T11telligence Research Project for FY78 (U) (SECRET 
Document) 
NPSSS-79-00SPR 
Forrest A Dual Launch Torpedo Effectiveness Model NPSSS-85-022 
Forrest A Magnetic Anomaly Signal Model with Programs for a NPS55FO76021 
Texas Instruments SR-52 Calculator 
Forrest A Note on the Use of Positive and Negative Information to NPSSS-78-018 
Update Tarf(el Location Estimates 
Forrest A Procedure for Estimating a Target's Position based on NPSSS-77-034 
Bearinf(s from Two or more Stations 
Forrest A Submarine Spoor Detection Model NPSSS-79-016 
Forrest An Active Acoustic Detection Model Analysis NPSSS-86-024 
Forrest An Evaluation of a SiJ(nal Processinf( Technique NPSSS-78-012 
Forrest Magnetic Anomaly Detection Models NPSSS-77-019 
Forrest Magnetic Anomaly Detection Models with Programs for a NPSSS-78-021 
Texas Instruments Tl-59 Calculator 
Forrest MHD Detection and the Naval Warfare Gamin~ Svstem NPSSS-83-032 
Forrest Passive Acoustic Detection Models and the Naval Warfare NPSSS-85-007 
Gamin1t Svstem 
Forrest Programs for a Multiple Leg Target Motion Analysis NPSSS-82-026 
Procedure 
Forrest Programs for a Single Leg Target Motio11 Analysis Procedure NPSSS-82-016 
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Forrest Some Commmts on the Effectiveness of an Optical Ranging NPSSSFO74122 
and Detection S11stem for Submarine Search 
Forrest Some Notes on Search, Detection and Localization ModelinR NPS55FO75041 
Forrest Spoor Idmti{ication and Submarine Localization NPSSS-78-031 
Forrest Submarine Search Models NPSSSFO74121 
Forrest The Localization Effectiveness of MAD NPSSS-79-026 
Forrest The Search Ef{ectivmess of MAD NPSSS-79-006 
Forrest Three Position Estimation Procedures NPSSS-84-013 
Forrest Three Position Estimation Procedures NPSSS-89-06 
NPSSS-84-13 (Revised) 
Forrest Three Target State Estimation Procedures with Programs for NPSSS-84-010 
Three Compact Computers 
Forrest Three TarJtets State Estimation ProRram NPSSS-83-027 
Free and Schrady Inventory Policy Evaluation Simulation NPSSSFSSO0091A 
Fremgen A Survey of Capital Budgeting Practices in Business Firms NPS55FM72101A 
and Military Activities 
Gaver A Diffusion Approximation for a Repairman Problem wit11 NPSSS-77-003 
Two T1111es of Repair 
Gaver A Diffusion Approximation Model for a Communication NPSSS-77-005 
S11stem AllowinR Messa,ze Interference 
Gaver Analytical Models/or Supplementing Ship Manning NPS55GV73021A 
Simulations 
Gaver Delays at a Facility with Demand from Many Distinct 
Sources 
NPSSSGV73081A 
Gaver Discrepancy-Tolerant Hierarchical Poisson Event-Rate NPSSS-85-003 
Anal11ses 
Gaver Discrepancy-Tolerant Hierarchical Poisson Event-Rate NPSSS-85-016 
Anal11ses 
Gaver Doctors on Ships? NPS55GV72091A 
Gaver DOD Budget Data Analyzed by Robust Regression NPSSSGV75091 
Techniques 
Gaver ltt!m Identities and Their Related Observables NPSSS-90-03 
Gaver Methods for Assessing Variability, with Emphasis 011 NPS55GV72111A 
Simulation Data Inten,retation 
Gaver Modeli11R and E.stimaline Sustem Availabilitu NPSSS-77-004 
Gaver Models of Conflict with Explicit Representation of Command NPSSS-81-008 
and Control Cai,abilit11 and Vulnerabilities 
Gaver Models that Reflect the Value of Information in a Command NPSSS-80-027 
and Control Context 
Gaver Processor-Shart!d Time-Sharin!l Models in Heav11 Traffic NPSSS-85-004 
Gaver Random Record Models NPS55GV75102 
Gaver Statistical Methods of Probable use for Understanding Rt!mote NPSSS-79-020 
SensinK, Data 
Gaver Statistical Methods, some Old, some New, Tutorial Surve11 NPSSS-81-002 
Gaver Stochastic ModelinR: Ideas and Techniques NPSSS-82-005 
Gaver System Availability: Time Dependt!nce and Statistical NPSSS-88-008 
Inference bl/ (Semi) Nonvaramt!tric Methods 
Gaver Systems Services Output, with Application to 
MultiprovamminR 
NPSSSGV71091A 
Gaver and Humfeld Multitype Multiprogramming: Probability Models and 
Numerical Procedures 
NPS55GV75101 
Gaver and Lehoczky Approrimate Modt!lS for Central Server Systems with Two Job 
T1111es 
NPSSS-77-025 
Gaver and Lehoczky Gaussian Approximations to Service Problems, a 
Communication System Erample 
NPS55GV75061 
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Gaver and Lewis Statistical Armroaches to Manavinv Manvower Data Bases NPS55GV55LW74021 
Gaver and Shedler Approximate Models for Processor Utilization in NPS55GV72091A 
MultivroJ[rammed Com11uter Svstems 
Gaver and Shedler Processor Utilization in Multiprogramming Systems via NPSSSGV72051A 
Diffusion Avvroximations 
Gaver, Aba Investigation of Alternative Methods including /ackknifing for NPSSS-81-021 
E.stimatinJl Point Availabilitv of a Svstem 
Gaver, Acar Analytical Hazard Re-presentations for use in Reliability, NPSSS-78-017 
Mortality, and Simulation Studies 
Gaver, Coffman Performance Analvsis of a Buffer under LockinJl Protocols NPSSS-88-003 
Gaver, Fayolle, Weiss A Resource Conflict Resolution Problem Formulated in NPSSS-85-018 
Continuous Time 
Gaver, Glazebrook Optimal Sequential Revlenishment of Shivs DurinJl Combat NPSSS-90-23 
Gaver, Jacobs A Kalman Filter for a Poisson Series with Covariates and 
Lavlace A1111roximation I te!lTation 
NPSOR-91-30 
Gaver, Jacobs Classification of Intermittent D=endent ObsertJations NPSOR-91-02 
Gaver, Jacobs Data Analysis and Modeling of Arctic Sea Ice Subsurface NPSSS-82-031 
RouJ[hness 
Gaver, Jacobs Defense Data Network (DDN) Performance Analysis using NPSSS-90-13 
Probabilitv Modelinv 
Gaver, Jacobs Inferring Finite-Time Performance in the M/G/1 Queueing NPSSS-89-01 
Model 
Gaver, Jacobs Low-level Stratus Prediction using Binary Statistical NPSSS-83-034 
ReJ[ression: A Proness R;nort usinv Moffett Field Data 
Gaver, Jacobs Modeling and Simulation of Random Shapes by Sculptured NPSSS-90-17 
Wraparound: Preliminan, R-ort 
Gaver, Jacobs Nonhomogeneously Paced Random Records and Associated NPSSS-77-022 
Extremal Processes 
Gaver, Jacobs Nonparametric Estimation of the Probability of a Long Day in NPSSS-86-014 
the M/G/1 Oueue 
Gaver, Jacobs Nonparametric Estimation of the Probability of a Long Delay NPSSS-86-022 
ill the M/G/1 Queue 
Gaver , Jacobs On Combinations of Random Loads NPSSS-80-006 
Gaver, Jacobs On Inference and Transient Resvonse for M/G/1 Models NPSSS-86-006 
Gaver, Jacobs Prelimillary Results from the Analysis of Wind Compone11t NPSOR-91-29 
Error 
Gaver, Jacobs Regression Analysis of Hierarchical Poisson-like Event Rate 
Data: Suverpopulation Model Effect on Predictions 
NPSSS-90-19 
Gaver, Jacobs Robustifi/inJl the Kalman Filter NPSSS-87-014 
Gaver, Jacobs and Probabilistic Modeling of Common Channel Signaling NPSOR-91-28 
Lehoczkv 
Gaver, Jacobs, Finite Birth-and-Death Models in Randomly Changing NPSSS-82-007 
Latouche Environments 
Gaver, Jacobs, Finite Markov Chain Models Skip-Fr« in One Direction NPSSS-82-015 
Latouche 
Gaver, Jacobs, The Normal Approximation and Queue Control for Respo11se NPSSS-84-001 
Latouche Times in a Processor-sl1ared Comr,uter Svstem Model 
Gaver, Jacobs, Problems of Identification N PSSS-86-021 
Meldrum, 
O'MuircheartaiEh 
Gaver, Kafadar A Retrievable Recir,e for Inverse "t" NPSSS-84-011 
Gaver, Lehoczky A Diffusion Approximation Analysis of a General n- NPSSS-77-016 
Comr,artment System 
Gaver, Lehoc:zkv Channel BlockinJl in a Satellite Communication S11stem Model NPSSS-78-025 
Gaver, Lehoczky Channels that Cooperatively Service a Data Stream and Voice NPSSS-79-027 
Messages 
Gaver, Lehoczky Models for Work Backlogs at Computers that Time-sl1are NPSSS-77-033 
Heterogeneous Users 
Gaver, Lehoczky Nonstationary Infinite Server Models and their Relatives NPSSS-78-026 
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Caver, Lehoczky Random Parameter Markov Population Prouss Models and 
their Likelihood, Ba11es, and Empirical Bayes Analysis 
NPSSS-85-020 
Gaver, Lehoczky and Transitory Service Systems NPSSSGV73051A 
Perlas 
Gaver, Lewis First Order Autoregressive Gamma Sequences and Point 
Processes 
NPSSS-78-016 
Gaver, Lewis and Analysis of Exception Data in Stoging Hierarchy NPS55GV55LW74071 
Shedler 
Gaver, Miller Jackknifing the Kaplan-Meier Survivol Estimotor for Censored NPSSS-82-004 
Doto: Simulotion Results and Asvmptotic Anal11sis 
Gaver, Morrison Heavy-Traffic Analysis of Mulli-Type Queueing under NPSSS-90-18 
Probabilisticall11 Load-Preferential Service Order 
Gaver, Morrison, 
Silveira 
Service-Adaptive Multi-Type Repairman Problems NPSOR-91-11 
Gaver, Mutlu An Operational Anal11sis of Svstem Calibration NPSSS-88-002 




Robust Empirical Bayes Analyses of Event Rates NPSSS-86-007 
Gaver, Shreve, Optimal Consumption for General Diffusions with Absorbing NPSSS-82-019 
Lehoczkv and Reflectin!l Barriers 
Gersch Smoothness Priors in Time Series NPSSS-87-004 
Gersch Smoothness Priors Transfer Function Estimation NPSSS-87-005 




Giaque A Multiattribute Approoch to Meosure Quality of Health N PS55Gl76031 
Care 
Giaque Or![anizational Decision Makin![ NPS55Gl75081 
Ciaque and Peebles Application of Multidimensional Utility T11eory in NPSSSGl74101 
Determining Optimal Test-Treatment Strategies for 
Strentococcal Sore Throat and Rheumatic Fever 
Giordano A Heuristic for Constructing Surrogate Constraints for the NPSSS-82-009 
Linear Zero-One Pro![rammill!l Problem 
Giordano The Strei1gtli of Surrogate Constraints for the Linear Zero • 
One fote!ler Prol[rammin!l Problem 
NPSSS-82-008 
Githens and Elster Development of a Man-to-Man Rating Scale for Evaluating NPSSSCH73021A 
Performance 
Goren, Bausch, Brown Determination of Optimal Aircraft M i:r in an Air Force NPSSS-81-025 
Greenberg 011 Solvin!l lnte![er Pro![rams NPSSSGD8051A 
Crinold A Steady State Longitudinal Manpower Planning Model with NPSSS-79-025 
Several Classes b11 Manpower 
Gygax, Read Transformotion of Displacement and Orientation Correction 
Data 
NPSSS-85-031 
Hartman A Brancl1 and Bound Metliod for Nonseparable Nonconvex NPSSSHH75102 
Optimization 
Hartman A New Method for Global Optimillltion NPSSSHH73041A 
Hartman A Survey of Some Models for Determining Munitions NPSSS-78-002 
Stockvile Requirements for Air-to-Ground Weavons 
Hartman A Target Acquisition Module for the ST AR Combined Arms NPSSS-82-001 
Combat Simulation Model Vol. I (User's Manual) 
Hartman A Target Acquisition Module for the STAR Combined Arms NPSSS-82-014 
Combat Simulation Model, Vol. II (Technical Manual) 
Hartman Conditions under whicli a Penalty Function Algorithm is Well NPSSSHH73101A 
De/i11ed 
Hartman Evsilon-Ovtimalit11 (or a Global Optimization AIJlorithm NPS55HH75121 
Hartman Extension of Ille Grid Linearization Algorithm for Convex NPS55HH75071 
Optimization to No11convex Nonlinear Programs 
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Hartman Global Solutions to Absolute Value "Linear" Prof[Tams NPSSSHH73111A 
Hartman Ground Modelinst in the STAR Simulation Models NPSSS-80-021 
Hartman Heuristics for Global Optimization of Constrained Nonlinear 
Pro~rams 
NPS55HH74051 
Hartman Iterative Determination of Parameters for an Exact Penalty NPSSSHH71121A 
Function 
Hartman Parametric Terrain and Line of Sight Modeling in the STAR 
Combat Model 
NPSSS-79-018 
Hartman Some Erperiments in Global Optimizations NPSSSHH72051A 
Hartman Some Utilit11 Pro~rams for ST AR Simulation Models NPSSS-80-022 
Hartman The ST AR Field Module N PSSS-80-023 
Hartman and Womer AuditiM Cost-effectiveness Analvsis of Technolo~cal Chanstes NPSSSHH73121A 
Hartman, Howard NTDS Computer Facilities Schedulinst Svstem-Final Revort NPSSS-77-045 
Heidorn Natural Language Inputs to a Simulation Programming 
Svstem-An Introduction 
NPSSSHD71121A 
Heidorn Natural language Inputs to a Simulation Programming 
Svstem 
NPSSSHD72101A 
Hendrickson and An Evaluation of the Effectiveness of a Research NPSSSJO74121 
Fisher Organization's Mechanism for Transferring Technical 
Information to Annlied End Use 
Howard A Tarstet Selection Model NPSSS-78-030 
Howard Allocating Resources to Mar Flow in a Mi:red Series Parallel NPSSSHK74122 
Network 
Howard An Allocation Model for Attacking Defended Target 
Compleres witlt Imperfect Attackers 
NPSSSHK73081 A 
Howard Dept. of Operations Research Technical Reports 1969-1979 NPSSS-80-026 
Howard FACPUB: A System for Computerizing F11culty Publication NPSSS-79-019 
Records 
Howard Minimizing Erpected Shortages in a Multi-item Inventory NPS55HK71011 A 
S11stem 
Howard Minimizing the Number of Penetrations in a Boundary 
Defense Problem 
NPS55HK7204 l A 
Howard Wholesale Provisionillst Models: Model Optimization NPSSS-83-028 
Howard and Balut Comparison of Three Rules of Thumb to the Optimal Solution 
in Investistatinst Theon,-with Sample Problems 
NPS55HK73011 A 
Howard and Balut N Job: One Machine Scl1eduling to Minimize the Number of NPSSSHK72021 A 
Late lobs when Set-up Times are Sequence Dependent 
Howard and Hartman NTDS Computer Facilities Schedulinst NPS55HK55HH76111 
Howard, Barr Evaluation ofGRE Data and En,eriment at NPS NPSSS-87-008 





System Test Metltodology, Vol. 1 N PS555S75072A 
and Montgomerv 
Howard, Bradley, System Test Methodology, Vol. 2 NPSSSSS75072B 
Green, Schneidewind 
and Montgomery 
Huber, Low, Taylor Some Thousthts on Develop inst a Theory of Combat NPSSS-79-014 
Hughes Command and Control within the Framework of a Tl1eory of NPSSS-89-05 
Combat 
Hughes Support for the Review a11d Selection of Suitable ASW NPS55•87-002 PR 
EnKastement Models (U) (SECRET Document) 
Hynes A Revenue and Erpense Apportionment Concept for lite 
Analysis of Iuternal Returns on Investment, the Simple Case 
NPS55HJ75041 
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Hvnes Container Stuf(in!l Simulation Model (SIMCON) NPS55HJ74101 
Hvnes Precurson, Defense Containerization Projects Directon, NPS55HJ72111A 
Ignizio An Enhanced Conversion Scheme for Lexicographic, NPSSS-82-035 
Multiobiective Inte!ler Pronams 
lgnizio GP-GN: An Approach Certain to uirge•scale, Multiobjective NPSSS-82-033 
InteJ{er ProKTammin!l Models 
Jacobs A Cyclic Queueing Network with Dependent Exponential NPSSS-77-040 
Ser11ice Times 
Jacobs A Data A ,udysis of Oxidant Pollutant Concentration in the NPSSS-82-010 
Livermore Vallev Re!lion 
Jacobs A Model for the Defense of a Mine Field NPSSS-79-032 
Jacobs A Pilot Data A111llysis of Sea Sur/au Temperatures and Wind NPSSS-84-014 
Speeds Measured on Oceanic Weather Ship Papa-A 
Summar11 
Jacobs Estimation of the Probability of a Long Time to the First 
Entrance to a State in a Semi-Markov Model 
NPSSS-87-012 
Jacobs First PaSSR$le Times for Combi111ltion of Random Loads NPSSS-85-002 
Jacobs Heavy Traffic Results for Single Sen,er Queues with NPSSS-79-009 
Dependent (EARMA) Service and lntera"ival Times 
Jacobs Prelimi111lry Anal11sis of Ma:rimum Dailv Oxidant Data NPSSS-79-021 
Jacobs Prelimi111ln/ Analvsis of Ma:rimum Dailv Oxidant Data NPSSS-81-020 
Jacobs Prelimina,v analvsis of Maximum Dailv Oxidant Data NPSSS-80-025 
Jacobs Results of a Simulation Study of Estimates of a First Passage NPSSS-86-015 
Time Distribution for Censored Semi-Markov Processes 
Jacobs, Gaver StoraJ{e Problems when Demand is "All or Nothin!l" NPSSS-79-007 
Jacobs, Lewis Statio111lry Discrete Autoregressive Moving Average Time NPSSS-82-003 
Series Generated bv Mixtures 
Johnson SmoothinJ{ Spatial Data bv Estimatin!l Mean Local Variance NPSSS-88-005 
Jolly and Creighton Technology Transfer and Utilization Methodology Further 
Analvsis of the Linker Concept 
NPS55JO74061 
Jones A Model of a S11stem Analvsis Stud11 NPS55JS9071A 
Jones A Model of Administrative Choice in t11e Systems Analysis NPS55JS9061 A 
Environment 
Jones A Representative Defense Contractor: Model Specification 1 NPS55JS75061 
Jones On Modeling a Planning, Programming and Budgeting 
Svstem 
NPS55JS9072A 
Jones and Johnson and Life Cycle Costing of an Emerging Technology: T11e Fiber NPS55JS76031 
Knoblock and Optics Care 
McGrath and Mielina 
Kang Statistical Properties of Out-of-Frame Detection Schemes for NPSSS-90-05 
DiJ{ital Transmission Svstems 
Kline, Giauque and Conceptual Phase Requirements Determination Methodology NPS55KX75121 
Hvnes and its Armlication to the Advanced Naval Gun Svstem 
Kuo Bayesian Computations in Survival Models via the Gibbs NPSOR-91-20 
Sampler 
Kuo Empirical Bayes Risk Evaluation with Twe 11 Censored Data NPSOR-91-21 
Larson An Examination of some B003 Data NPSSS-90-01 PR 
Larson Ba11esian Methods and Reliabilitv Growth NPSTR78 
Larson Conditio111ll Distribution of True Reliability after Corrective NPS-TR61 
Action 
Larson Suggested Improvements for the Joint Oil Analysis Program NPSSS-87-013 
Correlation ProJ{ram 
Larson, avachandran An Anal11sis of some Anal11tical Ferro![raphl/ Data NPS55-83-020PR 
Larson, avachandran Statistical Mtthods for the loint Oil A111ll1/sis Pro![ram N PSSS-82-002 
Larson, avachandran T11e CE:MS IV OAP AIJtoritl1m N PSSS-83-013 
Lawphongpanich, A Demyanov-type Modification for Generalized Linear N PSSS-87-016 
Heam Programming 
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Lawrance, Lewis A Mixed En,onential Time Series, NMEARMA (11,qJ NPSSS-80-012 
Lawrance, Lewis A New Autoregressive Time Series Model in Erponential NPSSS-80-011 
Variables (NEAR(1)) 
Learmonth Empiriall Tests of Multipliers for the Prime-Modulus Random NPSSS-77-030 
31 
Number Generator xi+1 a; AX 1 mod 2 -1 
Lehoczky, Gaver Channels that cooperative Service a Data Stream and Voice NPSSS-79-028 
Messa5tes, 11: Diffusion Armroximations 
Lehoczky, Gaver Diffusion Approximations far the Cooperative Service of Voice 
and Data Messastes 
NPSSS-80-007 
Lehoczky, Jacobs, Interactive Markov Chains and Manpower Modeling NPSSS-82-018 
Gaver 
Lewis 1-Laplace Processes NPSSS-88-011 
Lewis A Bivariate First Order Autoregressive Time Series Model in NPSSS-86-019 
E:cronential Variables (BEAR(1)) 
Lewis ANALYZE.AWS A User's Manual (Version 1.1) NPSSS-89-08 
Lewis Chapter G of the IMSL Libr11ry-Generation and Testing of NPSSS-81-006 
Random Deviates: Simul11tion 
Lewis Discrete Time Series Generated by Mixtures I: Correlational NPSSS-77-001 
and Runs Properties 
Lewis Gamma Processes NPSSS-86-002 
Lewis Grapl1ic11l Analysis of Some Pseudo-random Number NPSSS-86-025 
Generators 
Lewis Lar!te•scale Computer-aided Statistical Mathematics NPS55LW72111A 
Lewis Nonlinear Modeling of Time Series using Multivariate 
Ada11tive Re!tression Splines (MARS) 
NPSSS-90-10 
Lewis Recent Results in the Statistical Analysis of Univariate Point NPSSSLW71121A 
Processes 
Lewis Reversed Residuals ill Autore~essive Time Series Analvsis NPSSS-90-11 
Lewis Simple Models for Positive-Valued and Discrete-Valued Time NPSSS-78-033 
Series with ARMA Correlation Structure 
Lewis Some Simple Models for Continuous Variate Time Series NPSSS-85-009 
Lewis UEDJT-A Full-Scale, Scrollable APL2 Spreadsheet NPSSS-90-08 
Jnput/Outvut Editor 
Lewis Use of Color in Differentiating Factor Levels in Simulation 
Outvut 
NPSSS-86-001 
Lewis Variance Reduction for Quantile Estimates in Simulations via 
Nonlinear Controls 
NPSSS-90-09 
Lewis and Jacobs A Mixed Autoregressive-Moving Average Erponential 
Seauence and Point Process (EARMA 1:1) 
NPS55LW75101 
Lewis and Lawrance A Movin!t Averai'e Eroonential Point Process (EMA1) NPS55LW75061 
Lewis and Lawrance Properties of tl1e Bivariate Delaved Poisson Process NPS55LW74071 
Lewis and Learmonth Nav11l Postgraduate School Random Number Generator NPS5573061A 
P11cka!te LLRANDOM 
Lewis and Learmonth Statistic11l Tests of Some Widely Used and Recently Proposed NPSSSLW73111A 
Uniform Random Number Generators 
Lewis and Robinson Generating Gamma and Cauchy Random V11riables: An 
Extension to the Naval Postgraduate School Random Number 
NPSSSRO75041 
Packa!te 
Lewis and Robinson Testing for a Monotone Trend in a Modulated Renewal NPS55LW73121 
Process 
Lewis, Dewald A New Second-order Autoregressive Time Series Model in 
Double En,onential (Laplace) Variables-NLAR(2) 
NPSSS-83-035 
Lewis, Goodman and Simultaneous Estimation of Large Numbers of Extreme NPS55LW71122A 
Robbins Q11antiles in Simulation E.xperiments 
Lewis, Haskell Interval Spectra for Semi-Markov Generated Point Processes NPSSS-78-020 
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Lewis, Haskell, Hayne, The Spectrum of Intervals for Superposed Erlang Renewal NPS55LW73062A 
Rantschler, Schrader Processes 
and Swan 
Lewis, Heidelber2er Ouantile Estimation in Deuendent Set1uences NPSSS-81-015 
Lewis, Heidelberger Regression-adjusted Estimates for Reg,merative Simulations, NPSSS-80-019 
with Graphics 
Lewis, 11?:lehart Regenerative Simulation with Internal Controls NPSSS-78-005 
Lewis, Jacobs Discrete Time Series Generated by Mixtures II: Asymptotic NPSSS-77-017 
Properties 
Lewis, Jacobs Discrete Time Series Generated by Mixtures III: 
AutoreR7essiue Processes (DAR(r,)) 
NPSSS-78-022 
Lewis, Lawrance An Exponential Autoregressive-Moving Average Process NPSSS-78-001 
EARMA(p,q): Definition 11nd Correl11tional Pr1111erties 
Lewis, Lawrance Generation of some First-order Autoregressive Markovian NPSSS-81-003 
Sequences of Positive Rllndom Vari11bles with given Marginal 
Distributions 
Lewis, Lawrance Higher Order Residual An11lysisfor Nonlineszr Time Series NPSSS-84-022 
with Autoregressive Correlation Structures 
Lewis, Lawrance Higher Order Residu11l An11lysis for Nonli11ear Time Series 
with Autore5(ressive Correl11tion Structures 
NPSSS-85-030 
Lewis, Lawrance Modeling a11d Residual Analysis of Linear Autoregressive NPSSS-84-019 
Time Series i11 E:rnonential Variables 
Lewis, Lawrance Simple Depende11t Pairs of Expo11e11tial 11nd U11iform R1111dom N PSSS-82-011 
Variables 
Lewis, Lawrance Simulation of Some Autoregressive Markovi11n Seque11ces of NPSSS-79-024 
Positive Random V11riables 
Lewis, Lawrance Stationary Exponential Time Series: Further Model 
Development and a Residu11I A1111lysis 
NPSSS-83-008 
Lewis, Linnebur, Uribe SIMTBED: a Grapltical Test Bed for An,dyzing 11nd NPSSS-83-007 
Renartin5l the Results of a Statistical Simulatio11 E:rneriment 
Lewis, Liu, Robinson Empirical Sampling Study of a Goodness of Fit Statistic for NPSSSLW75031 
and Rosenblatt Densitv Function Estim11tion 
Lewis, McKenzie Mini(ication Processes NPSSS-88-010 
Lewis, Ressler, Wood Variance Reductio11 using Nonlinear Controls and NPSSS-88-007 
Transformations 
Lewis, Richardson, Local Serial Correlation in Beliavioral State in lite Mouse NPSSS-81-022 
Dement 
Lewis, Shedler Analysis and Modeling of Point Processes in Computer NPSSS-77-038 
Svstems 
Lewis, Shedler Simul11tion Methods for Poisson Processes in Nonstationary NPSSS-78-019 
Systems 
Lewis, Shedler Simul11tion of Nonhomogeneous Poisson Processes by NPSSS-78-014 
Thinning 
Lewis, Shedler Simulation of Nonhomogeneous Poisson Processes with 
Degree-two Exponential Polvnomial Rate Function 
NPSSS-77-015 
Lewis, Uribe The New Naval Postgraduate School RRndom Number NPSSS-81-005 
Package LLRANDOM2 
Lindsay An Examination of the USMC Combat Active Replacement NPSSS-85-005 
Factor (CARF) Determinatio11 System 
Lindsay Computing Wald Sequential Sampling Plans for Fraction NPSSS-81-012 
Defective, usi,15l the Tl-58 or Tl-59 
Lindsay Statistical Aspects of the FIA/18 AGE Exploration Program NPSSS-86-023 
Lindsav Survival Functions as Combat Models NPSSS-80-031 
Marshall A Classroom Demonstration of the Length-Bias Paradox in NPSSS-77-012 
Renew11l Theory; First Words on Printed Lines are Longer 
than Avera5(e 
Marshall A Comparison of Two Personnel Prediction Models NPS55MT71011A 
Marshall A Manpower a11d Personnel Research Data Base Feasibility NPSSSMT73121 
Study 
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Marshall An Analysis of Bolter-Hole Spacing in Aircraft Carrier NPSSS-78-013 
Landimis 
Marshall An Interactive Model to Campute the Office Manpower Plan NPSSS-77-037 
for the United States Marine Corps 
Marshall An Overview of the Research and Development System in the NPSOR-91-0lPR 
U.S. Nav11 
Marshall An Overoiew of the World's Navies, Future Roles of the U.S. NPSOR-91-22 
Navy, and Implications for Naval Postgraduate School 
Academic and Research Provams 
Marshall Department of Operations Research Technical Reports 1966-
1976 
NPSSS-77-035 
Marshall Efficient Computation and Long-range Optimization 
Avvlicalions usinx a Two-characteristic-Markov twe 
NPSSS-77-023 
Marshall Forecasting the Numbers and Types of Enlisted Personnel in NPSSS-77-024 
the U.S. Marine Corps: An Interactive Cohort Model 
Marshall Manpower and Personnel Data Bases in the Navy and NPS55MT73021A 
Marine Corps 
Marshall The Determination of Nav11 Graduate School Quotas NPS55MT75011 
Marshall and Criste A Survey of Selected Officer Retention and Grade-Structure 
Studies 
NPS55MT72071A 
Marshall and Grinold Manvower Planninx Models-I: Basic Concepts NPSSSMT74122 
Marshall and Grinold Manpower Planninx Models-II: Cross-Sectional Models NPS55MT75021 
Marshall and Grinold Manvower Planninx Models-III: Lonxitundinal Model.s NPSSSMT75081 
Marshall and Grinold Manpower Planning Models-IV: Synthesis of Cross-
Sectional and Lon1titunditial Models 
NPS55MT75111 
Marshall and Grinold Manvower Pla1111inx Models-V: Optimization Models NPS55MT74101 
Marshall and Havne Two Characteristic Markov-twe Manpower Flow Models NPS55MT74071 
Marshall and Richards A11alysis of Deficits in Discrete Time Resource Allocation NPS55MTRH76051 
Problems with Correlated Suvvlies and Demands 
Marshall, Oliver Estimatinx Errors in Student Enrollment Forecasting NPSSS-79-001 
McKenzie A Note on the Derivation of Theoretical Autocovariances for NPSSS-84-006 
ARMA Models 
McKenzie A Note on Usin!l the Intevattd Form of A RIMA Forecasts NPSSS-84-015 
McKenzie An Autorexressive Process for Beta Random Variables NPSSS-83-037 
McKenzie Error Analysis for Winters' Additive Seasonal Forecasting NPSSS-84-005 
S11stem 
McKenzie Renormalization of Seasonals in the Additivt Stasonal Model: NPSSS-84-007 
Is it Necessarv? 
Mc Masters Appraising Feasibility and Maximal Flow Capacity of 
Network 
NPS55MG70101A 
McMasters Dualit11 and the Maximal Flow Capacitv of a General Network NPS55MG71121A 
McMasters Models for Siting Repair Parts Inventories in Support of a 
Naval Air Rework Facility 
NPSSS-81-011 
McMasters Optimal Capacity Expansion in a Flow Network NPS55MG72091A 
McMasters Ovtimal Control i11 Deterministic Inventorv Models NPS55MG0031A 
McMasters Wholesale Provisio11i11~ Models: Model Evaluation NPSSS-86-011 
Milch A Model for the Prediction of Advancements in the Navy NPS55MH76061 
Enlisted Force 
Milch A Shutdown Queue with Two Seruers and General Service NPS55MH72041A 
Times 
Milch An Analytical Model for Forecasting Navy Officer Career NPSSS-88-009 
Paths 
Milch Confidence Intervals for the Reliability Correction Factor NPS-TR75 
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Milch Estimation of Parametric Length of Suvic:e Distributions of 
Advances of the Nat111 Enlisted Force 
NPS55MH76121 
Milch FORECASTER, a Markovian Model to Analyze Distribution NPSSS-90-07 
of Naval Officers 
Milch The Establishment of II New Method of Estimating the NPSSS-78-006 
Number of Advancements in the Navv Enlisted Force 
Miller and Sovereign P11rametric Cost Estimating with Applications to Sonar NPSSSZO73091 A 
Technolo~ 
Mitchell, M. Loiistics in Naval Warfare: Annotated Bibliov1111h11 NPSSS-88-012 
Moroney An Annotated Bibliography of Objective Pilot Perform11nce NPSSS-81-0l0PR 
Measures: Part II 
Neil A Review of Selected Studies of Computerized Speech NPSSS-83-033 
Reco~ition Conducted 11t he Naval Postvaduale School 
Neil Ar:111lication f Color CodinR in Tactical Disvlav S-3A NPSSS-80-013 
Neil Desifl11 Par11meters and Color CRT Displav DesiRn NPSSS-79-005 
Neil, Andreason Examination of Voice Recognition System lo Function in a NPSSS-81-004 
Bilin~ual Mode 
O'Muircheartaigh, Estimation of Sea-Surface Windspeed from Whitecap Cover: NPSSS-85-021 
Gaver Statistical Approaches Compared Empirically and by 
Simulation 
O'M uirchea rtaigh, Prediction of Polytomous Events: Model Description, NPSSS-87-010 
Gaver Algorithm Development and Methodological Aspects, with an 
Avvlication 
Parry Application of Future State Decision Making in the EAGLE NPSSS-90-22 
Combat Model 
Parry Studies of Mobility, Agility, and Survivability in the I.and NPSSSPY75091 
Combat Environment 
Parry, Kelleher Tactical parameters and Input Requirements for the Ground 
Component of the ST AR Combat Model 
NPSSS-79-023 
Pilnick (Esary) An Example of Ph11se Mission Reliability Analysis for a NPSSS-77-028 
Hvvothetical Naval Weapons Svstems 
Poock A Fe11sibility Study for bllegrllling Voice Recognition/1.nput NPS55-84-008PR 
into the Intevated Information Disr,11111 Svstem (IlD) 
Poock A Longitudinal Study of Computer Voice Recognition NPS55-81-013 
Performance and Vocabularv Size 
Poock Finger Print Verific11tion for Access Control NPSOR-91-12 
Poock Human F11ctors and S11fet11 Problems on N11v11 Oil Skimmers NPSSSPK75011 
Poock Student Officer's Research in Human F11ctors Engineering, NPS5SPK8041B 
Vol.I 
Poock Student Officer's Research in Human Factors Engineering, NPSSSPK8111B 
Vol. II 
Poock Student Officer's Research in Human Factors Engineering, NPS55PK9051B 
Vd. III 
Poock The Effects of Sou,uI P11ttern, Intensity Level and Frequency NPSSSPK72091A 
on Visual Percl!Vtion 
Poock Trends in Maior Airaafl Accident Rates NPSSSPK76061 
Poock Underwater Display Visibility as Influenced by Turbidity, NPS55 PK72071 A 
Display Background Color, and the Color and Intensity of 
Illumi,111tion 
Poock Underwater Display Visibility as Influenced by Turbidity, N PS55PK72051A 
Viewini Distance, and Color oflllumination 
Poock Using Voice foput to Operate a Distributed Computer NPSSS-80-016 
Network 
Poock Voice Verification For Access Control NPSOR-91-01 
Poock, Armstrong Effect of Operator Mental Loading on Voice Recognition NPSSS-81-016 
System Performance 
Poock, Armstrong Effect of Task Duration on Voice Recognition Systems NPSSS-81-017 
Performance 
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Poock, Martin An Examination of Some Error Correcting Techniques for NPSSS-85-012 
Continuous Sr,eech Reco5lnition Technolo1!11 
Poock, Martin Effects of Emotional and Perceptual-Motor Stress on a Voice NPSSS-84-002 
Reco~ition System's Accuracy: An Aur,lied Investigation 
Poock, Martin The Effect of Feedback to Users of Voice Recognition NPSSS-83-003 
Equipment 
Poock, Martin Voice Recognition Performance with Naive versus Practiced NPSSS-83-016 
S11eakers 
Poock, Roland Enhancing Technology Transfer of Computer H11rdware and NPSSS-81-019 
Software Architecture using Human Factors and Initial 
Design 
Poock, Roland Preliminary Conclusions on the Use of Voice Recognition NPS55-82-029PR 
Inr,ut to Tacfire 
Poock, Roland Simulated Tacfire Input Procedure for Use with Voice Data 
Entrv 
NPS55-83-012PR 
Poock, Roland Voice Recognition Accuracy: Wl1at is Acceptable? NPSSS-82-030 
Poock, Roland Voice Recognition Vocabulary Lists for the Army's Tacfire NPSSS-83-001 
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